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Raoul Walsh (1887–1980) was known as one of Hollywood's most adventurous, iconoclastic,

and creative directors. He carved out an illustrious career and made films that transformed the

Hollywood studio yarn into a thrilling art form. Walsh belonged to that early generation of

directors—along with John Ford and Howard Hawks—who worked in the fledgling film industry

of the early twentieth century, learning to make movies with shoestring budgets. Walsh's

generation invented a Hollywood that made movies seem bigger than life itself.In the first ever

full-length biography of Raoul Walsh, author Marilyn Ann Moss recounts Walsh's life and

achievements in a career that spanned more than half a century and produced upwards of two

hundred films, many of them cinema classics. Walsh originally entered the movie business as

an actor, playing the role of John Wilkes Booth in D. W. Griffith's The Birth of a Nation (1915).

In the same year, under Griffith's tutelage, Walsh began to direct on his own. Soon he left

Griffith's company for Fox Pictures, where he stayed for more than twenty years. It was later, at

Warner Bros., that he began his golden period of filmmaking.Walsh was known for his romantic

flair and playful persona. Involved in a freak auto accident in 1928, Walsh lost his right eye and

began wearing an eye patch, which earned him the suitably dashing moniker "the one-eyed

bandit." During his long and illustrious career, he directed such heavyweights as Humphrey

Bogart, James Cagney, Errol Flynn, and Marlene Dietrich, and in 1930 he discovered future

star John Wayne.

"An ideal introduction to the work of a great director and a fascinating man." �Kevin Brownlow,

author of The Search for Charlie Chaplin"Walsh spun outlandish yarns about his early life,

which was colorful enough not to need embellishment. In this extensively researched

biography, Moss works hard to separate the teller from the tale.""Although Raoul Walsh is now

a half-forgotten name in film history, many of his films are still fondly remembered, and this well-

written and -researched biography �which benefits from the author's access to scholars and

Walsh's family and friends �should help restore luster to his reputation." �Library Journal"Moss's

work shares much more than Walsh's life. It carries us through the epic history of the American

film industry." �San Francisco Book Review"Raoul Walsh was Hollywood's forgotten man. . . .

Only now, 30 years after his death, has he been accorded a biography." �Wall Street

Journal"Moss chronicles with dogged research, astute critical observation, and psychological

insight" �philly.com"Moss uncovers some amazing facts and rich anecdotes to color her portrait

of this singular movie pioneer." �Wimgo Movies"Raoul Walsh is one of the finest film books of

the year, and an essential addition to your cinema bookshelf." �National Board of Review"A

highly readable biography of this legendary filmmaker with more than 150 films to his

credit." �King Features Syndicate, Inc."Moss had access to Walsh papers and family stories not

previously brought to print and deeply researched this vivid biography of the action-minded but

often subtle master." �San Diego Reader"Moss chronicles [Walsh's life] with dogged research,

astute critical observation, and psychological insight." �The Philadelphia Inquirer"Moss's book is

an important step forward in Walsh scholarship �her superb research uncovers reams of

production history." �Film Comment"Moss . . . has done an admirable job of examining Walsh's

life and accomplishments, sorting out the myths and reestablishing his place in the American

pantheon." �The Washington Post"This book bursts with facts, color, and charm, and along the

way provides the reader with a clear sense of how the director's character infused his



art." �Choice"This is a book made out of affection, respect and lengthy research - and surely we

have waited long enough for a proper account of the life and work of Raoul Walsh in

English." �Sight and Sound"Moss brings Walsh to life expertly, mining his many contradictions as

she separates mythic chaff from factual wheat to give use the fullest portrait of Walsh we are

ever likely to get." �Directors Guild of America Quarterly"Moss went through archives, talked to

survivors, and read memos, letters, reviews, interviews and autobiographies. The scope of this

research is the book's lasting achievement. Walsh was a boisterous and engaging character,

and the book does make him come alive. After finishing the book, it is hard not to miss him.  �

Frames Cinema Journal" �Fredrik Gustafsson, Frames Cinema Journal --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.About the AuthorMarilyn Ann Moss is the author of Giant: George Stevens, A

Life on Film and has published numerous articles on writers such as Paul Bowles, Theodore

Dreiser, and Frank Norris. She was a television critic for The Hollywood Reporter from 1995 to

2009. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review"An ideal introduction to the work of a

great director and a fascinating man." �Kevin Brownlow, author of The Search for Charlie

Chaplin"Walsh spun outlandish yarns about his early life, which was colorful enough not to

need embellishment. In this extensively researched biography, Moss works hard to separate

the teller from the tale.""Although Raoul Walsh is now a half-forgotten name in film history,

many of his films are still fondly remembered, and this well-written and -researched

biography �which benefits from the author's access to scholars and Walsh's family and

friends �should help restore luster to his reputation." �Library Journal"Moss's work shares much

more than Walsh's life. It carries us through the epic history of the American film industry." �San

Francisco Book Review"Raoul Walsh was Hollywood's forgotten man. . . . Only now, 30 years

after his death, has he been accorded a biography." �Wall Street Journal"Moss chronicles with

dogged research, astute critical observation, and psychological insight" �philly.com"Moss

uncovers some amazing facts and rich anecdotes to color her portrait of this singular movie

pioneer." �Wimgo Movies"Raoul Walsh is one of the finest film books of the year, and an

essential addition to your cinema bookshelf." �National Board of Review"A highly readable

biography of this legendary filmmaker with more than 150 films to his credit." �King Features

Syndicate, Inc."Moss had access to Walsh papers and family stories not previously brought to

print and deeply researched this vivid biography of the action-minded but often subtle

master." �San Diego Reader"Moss chronicles [Walsh's life] with dogged research, astute critical

observation, and psychological insight." �The Philadelphia Inquirer"Moss's book is an important

step forward in Walsh scholarship �her superb research uncovers reams of production

history." �Film Comment"Moss . . . has done an admirable job of examining Walsh's life and

accomplishments, sorting out the myths and reestablishing his place in the American

pantheon." �The Washington Post"This book bursts with facts, color, and charm, and along the

way provides the reader with a clear sense of how the director's character infused his

art." �Choice"This is a book made out of affection, respect and lengthy research - and surely we

have waited long enough for a proper account of the life and work of Raoul Walsh in

English." �Sight and Sound"Moss brings Walsh to life expertly, mining his many contradictions as

she separates mythic chaff from factual wheat to give use the fullest portrait of Walsh we are

ever likely to get." �Directors Guild of America Quarterly"Moss went through archives, talked to

survivors, and read memos, letters, reviews, interviews and autobiographies. The scope of this

research is the book's lasting achievement. Walsh was a boisterous and engaging character,

and the book does make him come alive. After finishing the book, it is hard not to miss him.  �

Frames Cinema Journal" �Fredrik Gustafsson, Frames Cinema Journal --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.From the PublisherMarilyn Ann Moss is the author of Giant:



George Stevens, A Life on Film and has published numerous articles on writers such as Paul

Bowles, Theodore Dreiser, and Frank Norris. She was a television critic for The Hollywood

Reporter from 1995 to 2009. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Ann.Raoul Walsh : the true adventures of Hollywood’s legendary director / Marilyn Ann Moss.p.

cm. — (Screen classics)Includes bibliographical references and index.1. Walsh, Raoul, 1887–

1980. 2. Motion picture producers and directors— United States—Biography. I.
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the Association of American University PressesFor my father, Louis Moss,gone far too soon.In

the best films of Raoul Walsh, you can see the way he can put people into action … where

they don’t act but move and express, indirectly, subconsciously, their experience of life.What

makes something happen?The placement of the camera.The angle.The lens.The distance of

the camera from the scene.The physical execution.—Pierre

RissientContentsAcknowledgmentsPrologue: A Wild Ride1. Becoming Raoul Walsh2. Griffith

and Beyond: The Apprenticeship Years3. Leaning Forward at Fox4. The Dagger, the Sword,

and the Gun5. Pre-Code Walsh: The Big Camera6. Salt of the Earth7. Beshert: The Early

Warner Bros. Years8. Out of the Night: At Home at Warner Bros.9. One Thousand and One

Nights with Errol Flynn10. In Love and War11. Oedipus Wrecked: The Late 1940s at Warner

Bros.12. By Land and by Sea13. Reverie14. His Kind of Women15. The Adventure Is Larger

Than the ManEpilogue: Walsh’s American SceneFilmographyNotesSelected

BibliographyIndexIllustrationsAcknowledgmentsAmerican cinema’s original iconoclast, Raoul

Walsh gave the movies some of their greatest action films as well as some of their most

beautifully etched heroes and heroines caught either on their way up to a romance or on the

downside of a doomed adventure. Walsh knew cinematic archetypes like the back of his hand:

he had helped create them. He gave them fictional frames that were singularly his—the streets

of teeming, sorrowful cities and the large western vistas in which a lone rider travels, casting

his shadow against the side of a great mountain range. He took moviegoers onto the prairies,

into the hubbub of New York’s Bowery, and out onto the billowing seas, all the while helping

transform the Hollywood studio yarn into a breathless art form. With a career that spanned over

half a century, from the era of one- and two- reel silents to the tumultuous 1960s, Walsh

belongs to that generation of filmmakers who learned to make movies on a dime in a fledgling

industry at the start of the twentieth century and who invented a Hollywood picture that made

storytelling bigger than life itself.But, when he wasn’t near a movie camera, Walsh wanted to

escape into the narratives he put on the screen—and into stories of himself he chose to

present to the public. For that reason, he was a challenge, unconsciously daring this

biographer to understand him in the complex way he deserved. Getting to know the deeply

evasive and enigmatic Raoul Walsh took some doing, and, toward this end, I found the help of



many who knew him, worked with him, talked with him, or simply admired him. I am indebted to

the circle of scholars, film aficionados, and colleagues, both Walsh’s and my own, who

gathered around to offer their experiences with Walsh and with his movies, all of which added

much-needed breadth and depth to this biography. Walsh’s life and career were so extensive

and complex, his artistry so layered, that I was happy to benefit from their help. I hope that I

have emerged from the life with a book that understands the man in a deeply truthful

way.Some thanks are in order. I could not have gathered the large collection of Walsh materials

I needed without the help of Ned Comstock, whom again I have to call the brilliant overachiever

running the Cinematic Arts Library at the University of Southern California. Ned should

probably be listed as the coauthor of almost every film-related book that sees publication these

days: he’s a gifted researcher and archivist and a stickler for detail who is forever hunting

down, photocopying, and generally manifesting indispensable materials for those of us who

simply write and look at him with awe. I am, as always, indebted to him.Luckily for this book,

Walsh’s nephew on Mary Walsh’s side, Hank Kilgore, and his wife, Sue, gave unselfishly of

their time to help me understand the personal side of Walsh. The Kilgores generously opened

the doors of Walsh’s home to me, searching through Raoul and Mary Walsh’s photographs,

letters, and personal documents, laying them out before me so that I could get to know Walsh

the family man. They also put me in touch with the wonderful Hisayo Graham, Walsh’s

secretary in the 1960s and later his good friend, who traveled a good distance to meet with me

and let me interview her. I also thank George Walsh Jr., Walsh’s nephew, who spoke with me

patiently on the phone several times about his uncle and his father, George, Raoul Walsh’s

younger brother.I am also indebted to Kevin Brownlow, the film historian, scholar, and film

preservationist extraordinaire, who likewise researched, photocopied, and generally shopped in

his own amazing archives for me so that I could understand the richness of Walsh’s silent film

career. Kevin has a direct pipeline to every film, filmmaker, and performer who graced the silent

screen, and I have benefited enormously from his generosity.Walsh was, if anything, an

endearing and much-loved friend to many people in his long life. Luckily for me, when he was

already in his eighties, he met the literary agent Bob Bookman, then a student at Yale, whom

Walsh came to love as a son and in fact called his “Number One Son” in the numerous letters

he wrote to him that Bob shared with me—along with Walsh’s original manuscripts for his

novels and autobiography and a painting or two that Walsh, ever the diligent artist, gave him.I

am very grateful to Sandra Joy Lee and Jonathan Auxier, curators of the Warner Bros. Archives

at the University of Southern California’s School of Cinematic Arts. This amazing archive

formed the basis of most of my research, not only because Walsh worked for Jack Warner for

thirty years, but also because under Jack’s thumb the studio set in place the golden rule to

write everything down on paper—every thought, every word ever uttered by an actor, a writer, a

director, a producer, or a crew member. For that reason, Warners has an enormously rich

archive to offer film scholars and historians, one that overlaps the Twentieth Century–Fox

Papers held at the University of California, Los Angeles, which offers fewer materials.My deep

thanks go out to dear friends and colleagues who kept me sitting upright during those long

days and nights of uncertainty when Walsh’s body of work loomed large and larger before me:

To Harley Lond, my great friend and the best editor of my work. To Fred Lombardi, with whom I

developed a good friendship during the course of writing this book; his emails kept me going as

I worked on the West Coast and he sat in New Jersey writing the biography of Walsh’s good

friend, Allan Dwan. To Paul Lynch, who accompanied me on so many of the interviews

conducted for this book and who constantly egged me on to finish. To Sandra Kumamoto

Stanley, Gayle (G.G.) Golden, Virginia Crane, Eunice Lederman, and my film compadre, Linda



Civitello, a scholar, a foodie, and a talented film historian—you are all my clan. I am so grateful

to Ross Williams, who helped me track down information on Walsh’s second wife, Lorraine

Walker, and offered so much support; we’re still looking for her.A nod to my two biography

heroes, Joe McBride, a brilliant biographer and a wonderful friend, and Patrick McGilligan, who

was this book’s first reader and who offered suggestions that transformed an early, unruly

manuscript into a readable text.My good thanks go to Rudy Behlmer, the go-to mensch for

anything Warners, who sat with me at Musso and Frank’s (at Sergio’s station!) early into this

project and talked Walsh for hours; to the Walsh aficionado Pierre Rissient, Walsh’s good friend

in France, who put up with four interviews with me and gave me my first inclination of who the

man Raoul Walsh really was; to Bertrand Tavernier, also a Walsh aficionado, who kindly put me

in touch with Pierre Rissient. Many thanks to Michael Henry Wilson, whose book on Walsh

inspired me early on and who opened his home to an interview with me. A nod also to Toni

D’Angeli in Rome, whose book on Walsh is a brilliant piece of critical analysis. Toni’s web

magazine, La furia umana, published an early draft of my work on Walsh’s They Drive by

Night.I owe a great debt to Walsh’s colleagues who agreed to interviews and who shared their

memories of the man: to my hero, the awe-inspiring Olivia de Havilland, who graciously spoke

to me by fax from her home in France (and to the wonderful Robert Osborne, TCM’s great

host, who first put me in touch with Miss de Havilland); to the beautiful, indomitable Jane

Russell, who invited me to her home more than once to talk about Walsh and about her own

colorful career; to Sir Ken Adam, the brilliant art director, who corresponded with me from his

home in England and sent some wonderful photographs; to Bryan Forbes, the formidable

writer-director and a close friend of Walsh’s; to the ever-entertaining Richard Erdman, Hugh

O’Brian (who also offered an evening of splendid magic tricks), and Harry (Dobe) Carey Jr.; to

Kirk Douglas, who patiently emailed me with answers to my questions; to Walter and Susan

Doniger, who also showed such patience with my many questions; to Jack Larson, who has

great stories to share; to Peter Newbrook, the cameraman who gave me some of the funniest

stories about Walsh during the early 1950s; to Joan Leslie, who provided me with a vivid

portrait of Walsh on the set of High Sierra; and to Tommy Cook, who also talked to me about

working with Walsh.A very special thanks to essential film scholars for me: Peter Bogdanovich

and Richard Schickel, both of whom took great care to talk to me about their friend Raoul

Walsh. The generous John Gallagher, who selflessly shared with me some essential interviews

he conducted with Walsh’s colleagues, also made this book richer and sent me Walsh movies I

wouldn’t have otherwise seen. I admire John’s scholarship to no end. I also thank the D. W.

Griffith scholar Tom Gunning and the USC scholar Nicholas Cull, who shared with me

information about Walsh’s fiasco with Warner Bros. over the production of the film PT 109 in

the 1960s. I also thank George Stevens Jr. for his emails to me concerning that episode and

Connie Martinson, the wife of the director Leslie A. Martinson, who directed me to Nicholas

Cull’s work on the subject. My thanks also to Christa Fuller for talking to me about the

friendship between her husband, Sam Fuller, and Walsh; and to Jeanine Basinger for an early

and enlightening phone conversation about her friend Walsh. My gratitude goes to Gregorio

Rocha, whose documentary on the lost footage of Walsh’s early work on Pancho Villa was

illuminating, as was my brief correspondence with him. Also, I thank Alan K. Rode, my friend

and fellow writer, and Wayne Murphy, who provided Bruff family history.I give thanks many

times over to my friends at the Margaret Herrick Library at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts

and Sciences in Beverly Hills: the research archivists Barbara Hall and Jenny Romero as well

as the always diligent photographic archivist Faye Thompson. To my long-time friend at the

UCLA Arts Library Special Collections, Lauren Buisson, who pulled Twentieth Century–Fox



production files in a jiffy when I needed them. Also at UCLA, thanks to the archivist Julie

Graham, and a special thank you to Mark Quigley at the Film and Television Archive, who

made available to me so many of Walsh’s early silent films. At the Museum of Modern Art, I

thank Charles Silver, curator of the Film Department, who arranged a screening of Walsh’s The

Loves of Carmen for me and who pulled files and offered up some great Walsh stories.I also

thank Joan Miller, the archivist at Wesleyan University’s Cinema Archives, who gave me

unlimited access to the papers of Raoul Walsh that the library holds. Along those lines, I

cannot thank enough my indispensable and consistently sharp archival research assistant,

Karl Ljungquist, who put in order so many Walsh documents and helped enormously with

assembling Walsh’s intricate filmography and this book’s index. I also thank Leith Johnson, a

former archivist at the Wesleyan University Cinema Archives, the very helpful Emma Furderer

and Kathleen Dickson at the British Film Institute, and Jared Case, the film cataloger at the

George Eastman House in Rochester, New York. I am also grateful to Elizabeth Anthony for

providing information about the actress Alida Valli’s involvement with Walsh’s film The World in

His Arms and to Theresa Schwartzman, who so long ago alerted me to Gregorio Rocha’s

documentary The Lost Reels of Pancho Villa. Thank you, also, Claire Brandt, the matriarch at

the indispensable Eddie Brandt’s Saturday Matinee in North Hollywood, California, which has

videos, photographs, and DVDs that exist nowhere else on the planet. Thanks also go out to

researchers at the Harry Ransom Library at the University of Texas at Austin and at the

George Bancroft Library at the University of California, Berkeley. I also salute my talented

copyeditor, Joseph Brown, and, at the University Press of Kentucky, my creative and very

patient editor, David Cobb. Thanks also go to the equally patient Anne Dean Watkins,

acquisitions editor at the University Press of Kentucky.This book would be missing a good part

of Walsh’s life were it not for the generosity of two special people. First is Bonnie Coles, senior

search examiner at the Library of Congress, who searched endlessly through Miriam Cooper’s

papers housed there and who photocopied enormous amounts of material and conducted her

own research at the library on my behalf. Finally, and with unending gratitude, I thank the

wonderful actor-director L. Q. Jones, whose anecdotes about Raoul Walsh, a man he admired

greatly, gave this book the greatest kick in the pants it could have gotten.To my wonderful and

supportive family, you have all my gratitude and my love. And to my brave and very creative

daughter, Lizzie: you are my heart. Thank you yet again for putting up with all those black-and-

white movies, some with sound, some without, that I suspect you never would have searched

out on your own! And, of course, for Sol.And, finally, to Anne Francis, who, despite her own

health problems, unselfishly returned phone calls, and even initiated phone calls, to talk with

me about working with Walsh in the 1950s. Sadly, she did not live to see the publication of this

book, but her generosity and her spirit are here.After this long journey to the land of Raoul

Walsh, I honestly can understand what all the others have been saying to me all along: “I sure

miss that man!”PrologueA Wild RideWhen Raoul Walsh was a very young man, he awoke one

night from a dream that left him shaking. He trembled as much from dread as from a half-

formed sense of excitement. In a sleep that seemed as much night-mare as fantasy, he saw

that his beloved mother, Elizabeth, had suddenly died. He could make no sense of it and could

no longer reach out to touch her. An overwhelming sadness took over. But at the same time he

had a sense of something startling: he now stood on the brink of a fabulous journey, a great

adventure that offered escape from the hole he felt had just been shot through the middle of

his heart.The dread that touched the young Walsh that night was no fiction. Just two days

earlier, his beautiful and much-beloved mother, Elizabeth Walsh, had died of cancer at the age

of forty-two, leaving behind a devoted husband, three children, and a household she had filled



with endless storytelling and fanciful flights of imagination. For Raoul Walsh, the grief was

almost unbearable. As he wrote in his autobiography more than seventy years later, “I was

quite unprepared for the sudden blow that left me motherless at fifteen …. Mother passed away

in the big master bedroom into which I used to steal and beg for one of her stories about an

earlier America…. Where before I had loved it, the place became unbearable …. The terrible

thing was that she was gone and I was only half a person.”1Not only did the stories cease; so

did Elizabeth and Thomas Walsh’s renowned dinner parties, where the Walsh children sat at

the table infatuated while listening to the ramblings of a Lionel Barrymore or a John L. Sullivan

in the time it took to finish one course and move on to another. So adrift was young Walsh that

he could not understand his life now or what lay in store. His only recourse lay in creating

another kind of dream that encapsulated a great adventure, one that, perhaps unknown to him

then, began the moment his mother died: it would last a lifetime. He jumped into a fantasy

(later, in his autobiography, mistaking his age to be fifteen, not twenty-two, when Elizabeth

died) and imagined a wild adventure before him.The fantasy came quickly: Walsh’s father,

Thomas, seeing how Elizabeth’s death devastated his oldest son, encouraged the boy to travel

so as to escape. Thomas’s brother, Matthew, was about to set off on the high seas for Cuba,

and Thomas made certain that his son was on board when Matthew’s schooner, the

Enniskillen, sailed out of Peck’s Slip in New York City in one week’s time. From now on, only

the telling mattered.In this moment, Raoul Walsh created the fundamental subject of his life—

and of his art to come. He knew how to escape great sadness by dreaming, then creating, an

adventure of his own making, one shaped by his own design. His escape was forged from a

schism in his psyche that he would come to articulate in storytelling, that he would come to

count on. The pervasive mourning that had left a hole in his soul responded easily to the sense

of imagination and fantasy that leaped up to fill it. Adventure and fantasy offered the only viable

means of escape from the grief that, ironically, he never would escape. These two—grief and

adventure—locked themselves together in his mind. It would be ironic that the grief he felt at

the loss of his mother gave his art great range; he escaped repeatedly because he had to. Now

only “half a person,” Walsh had to fill in the other half of himself, and he would do it through

adventure and storytelling.Forced to make friends with sadness, Walsh, unconsciously,

perhaps, took that sadness with him into stories he told himself. As he got older, his great

sense of storytelling served him well when, on the cusp of his twenties, he found his way into

the fledgling movie industry, where storytelling could fill huge movie screens. Telling stories to

others, he found fictional characters persistently embarking on an adventure of some kind. His

film art would depict great action that, emotionally and physically, drove his characters forward

—their sense of duty more often than not triggered by a sadness, a mistake, that they leave

behind. As it did in Walsh’s early life, sadness haunts the tragic outsiders Roy Earle and his

girlfriend, Marie, in High Sierra; while they make plans to evade the police, their actions stem

from a desperate need to save their own lives. In Walsh’s first Warner Bros. outing, The

Roaring Twenties, although Jimmy Cagney’s Eddie Bartlett returns home from the war with

great expectations, his life spirals downward as he makes one mistake after another in trying

simply to make a legitimate living. A sense of sadness also underscores White Heat’s

Oedipally deranged Cody Jarrett as he unintentionally maps out his climb to chaos, ending in

his fiery demise in Walsh and Cagney’s hugely iconic 1949 outing.Even earlier than these

postwar films, darkness defines the society Walsh paints in his silent films Regeneration, The

Honor System, and What Price Glory? just as it manipulates his soldiers’ and renegades’

adventures later on in the 1950s films and wreaks havoc in the lives of his 1950s women,

especially Mamie Stover and the four women holed up at a ranch in The King and Four



Queens. Walsh’s darkness is more often than not driven underground in his characters’

psyches. They look to be moving forward, yet a tinge of world-weariness shows on their faces,

in the way they move, in the choices they make.Throughout the 1910s and 1920s, Walsh wrote

and directed at a fever pitch. He took a huge chance and traveled through seven states to film

the achingly difficult The Big Trail, a financial gamble that didn’t pay off and that instead sent

him reeling for the next decade until he rebounded when he landed at Warner Bros., the studio

that oversaw his golden period of storytelling. During this time of great success, Walsh never

appeared to challenge the system he worked within. If anything, he looked to be its best yes-

man, taking work when, as he liked to say, the studio dropped off a script on his front lawn the

morning after he had just finished shooting the previous one. He said yes because he lived in a

much deeper psychological place; he lived in his filmic adventures and kept them as a great

protection. While the social world around him saw tragic events envelop other directors’ art—

responses to two world wars, for one, and the Great Depression, for another—Walsh kept

moving at lightning speed, his pictures seeming unscathed by that real world and existing

instead in a dream state, the state induced by making movies. He escaped that far more

dangerous world and stayed inside his own fictional intentions.This seeming doubleness—

existing in one world (looking like a yes-man) but more authentically living in another—made

Walsh a maverick in the truest sense. He directed pictures that gathered audiences and

momentum: they could be humorous, ribald, gutsy. But always they were technically agile and

at the same time displayed a broad understanding of American types, American landscapes.

His stories hinged on a swift movement and rhythm that became his signature. Yet the

maverick psyche lay elsewhere—hidden, untouched.The need for escape from sadness never

abated. On the first page of his autobiography, Each Man in His Time, written when he was in

his mideighties and nearing the end of his life, sadness is the first feeling Walsh recalls and

wants his reader to see. He writes about his “marvelous childhood” yet begins with an image of

a man grieving: “One of my earliest memories: the sadness of Edwin Booth’s face, when he

came to visit my father at our brownstone house on Forty-eighth Street in New York…. ‘Why

does Mr. Booth look so unhappy,’ I asked my mother, adding in six-year-old wonder, ‘Didn’t he

have a good dinner?’ Mother tactfully explained that our tragic guest’s brother, John Wilkes

Booth, was the man who shot President Lincoln. She shook her head. ‘Poor Edwin!’”Walsh

talks about Edwin Booth but really refers to himself and to the characters to come who live in

front of his camera—people who long to be safe and long to redeem themselves, even if the

longing is only half formed in their consciousness. His dream held within itself the seeds of

adventure, mystery, and romance. Yet, at its core, it contains a kind of grief that drives his

psychology to those imaginary places. Walsh never acknowledged, and perhaps only half

knew, that the actor who eventually played John Wilkes Booth, the maverick, emotionally veiled

director he became, was the true subject of his own adventures.Grief, adventure, spiritedness—

all these meshed together as Walsh traversed his long career. He was a man extremely

conscious of how Hollywood viewed him, and he did all he could to help shape that view. In his

early career, when movie directors were seen both as gods and as odd curiosities, he began

giving interviews to the press. He quickly gained a reputation for being wild; reporters painted

him as a handsome, restless man, often flailing his hands in the air, jumping up and down on

the set to get the performance he wanted out of his actors. With his blue eyes and wavy brown

hair, he had movie-star good looks and a personality that strutted. Underneath that persona,

however, Walsh was a serious soul, determined to get a picture wrapped on time and on

budget. He never fudged on that goal in his fifty-plus years in the business.As Walsh grew

older, the press saw him not so much as a wild spirit as a humorous man whose life spilled out



onto the public through endless anecdotes; he told crazy stories about his antics with Errol

Flynn, Jimmy Cagney, and Humphrey Bogart. He quipped endlessly about prostitutes he had

known, about cowboys and bandits he had run with, about getting drunk with the legends who

visited his set, with the crew he adored more than any other bunch.But these were stories, part

of the adventure, part of the fiction he learned to wrap around himself so that he would not

really be seen. “Let’s get the hell out of here!” he often yelled out on the set when a scene

wrapped. Part humorous, part serious, the quip is the essential Walsh—the man half in but at

the same time half out the door, perpetually ready to bolt, to leap and walk quickly away, and to

disappear into the dark corners of a soundstage where no one could find him but where

everyone always knew he was just the same.1Becoming Raoul WalshThere was things which

he stretched, but mainly he told the truth.That is nothing. I never seen anybody but lied, one

time or another….—Mark Twain, Adventures of Huckleberry FinnWhen Albert Edward Walsh

was born on March 11, 1887, in New York City, the moving-picture business was little more

than a flicker in the country’s collective consciousness. George Eastman would not produce or

market celluloid film for another year, and the earliest known film on record, W. K. L. Dickson’s

Fred Ott’s Sneeze, was still four years away. So was Thomas Edison’s move to file patents for

the Kinetograph and Kinetoscope, neither of which would be displayed until the Chicago

World’s Fair in 1893. By the time the first nickelodeon opened in Pitts-burgh in 1905, Walsh

would be eighteen years old, having left home for the adventures he so craved—the fantasies

movies are made of.Yet the stories that the soon-to-be renamed “Raoul” Walsh would write and

direct were already taking shape around him. In New York City, the Bowery that he later put on

film was already a sprawling tenement full of lower-class concert halls, brothels, and

flophouses, an area Walsh soon relished as a childhood hangout. The ships and schooners

that he spent hours sniffing out as a kid and that billowed into huge proportions in his films

Captain Horatio Hornblower and Blackbeard the Pirate already stirred his imagination—there

they were, docked at New York’s Peck’s Slip, a romantic neck of the city that Walsh and his

younger brother, George, loitered in regularly. Even the gangs on the Lower East Side were

taking over Hell’s Kitchen and adjacent neighbor-hoods that Walsh later re-created on the

“New York” streets of Warner Bros. for The Roaring Twenties, his Cagney-Bogart gangster

picture.Out West, mythic heroes had already made a place for themselves somewhere in

Walsh’s imagination. Just seven years before his birth, Wyatt Earp, whom Walsh later claimed

to have met on a Hollywood back lot, had just joined his brothers at the OK Corral and gunned

down the Clanton boys. Buffalo Bill Cody, whom Walsh said used to stop by his family’s

brownstone when he was a kid to sample his father’s fine wines, had just set up his first

traveling show in 1883. Sitting Bull had surrendered his rifle to General Alfred Terry, who five

years earlier had directed the campaign that ended in the Lakota chief’s victory over General

George Custer at Little Big Horn—a battle no one would reimagine as romantically as Walsh

did when he later directed They Died with Their Boots On at Warner Bros. studios.Fiction and

myth followed Walsh so closely throughout his life that it almost seemed as if he’d forged

himself from them. If he was not creating a story for the big screen, he was creating one for his

own life—a way to explain himself to himself and to others so as to weave his life inexplicably

into legend. The line between what was fiction and what was fact would always be blurred in

his imagination; he would be the last one to find a distinction between them. Speaking to

reporters and to his myriad of film-buff followers, Walsh loved to tell a good story; no one ever

knew whether it was truth or embellishment. Although it was well-known that he was raised in

New York City, Walsh thought nothing of changing that story for dramatic effect. Sometimes he

was born in Montana, at other times in Texas. Even better than the “stretchers” that escaped



the lips of Huck Finn—in a novel published, serendipitously, just two years before Walsh’s birth

—Walsh’s stories could be taller and wider. No one loved a stretcher more than he did.“I’m not

a Mortimer,” Cary Grant yelps to a cabbie at the end of Frank Capra’s Arsenic and Old Lace,

“I’m the son of a sea captain!” “I’m not a cab driver,” the cabbie yelps back, “I’m a coffeepot!”

Walsh could have easily joined the choir, himself yelping, “I’m not just the son of a man named

Thomas Walsh of New York City; I’m a fiction of my own making, and I’ve slipped off the page,

off the screen, and into the public eye.” This might be the defining quip about Raoul Walsh’s

life; the stories constantly changed, the identity tipped slightly to the left or to the right. One

layer of self slipped away in the telling to reveal a new one. These are very much like his

fictions that hit the movie screen: one character is a gangster, another a cowboy, a third a

Navajo Indian. They are in his blood; they coalesce into the narratives that Walsh unleashed

during his years in Hollywood and that he gathered for his well-received autobiography, Each

Man in His Time, published in 1974, when Walsh was eighty-seven years old. The stories

amaze. Did Walsh’s father really get wind that Samuel Clemens was on his deathbed and take

his young son to meet the dying author? Is it fact that, later on, when Walsh was a well-

respected Hollywood director, the gangster Bugsy Siegel asked him to take a suitcase full of

money to his friend William Randolph Hearst, to bribe the publisher to stop trying to scotch

Siegel’s plan to open a dogracing park in Culver City? Did Walsh truly look Siegel in the face,

say, “Nothing doing,” and walk out the door without even looking back? For Walsh, all these

things happened the minute he voiced them.Lost in HistoryThe truth is that fiction may always

be on Walsh’s side when it comes to knowing the details of his early life. Walsh will always

have the last word on the way the story plays out simply because very little of what he

concocted in interviews and in his autobiography can be proved or disproved. There is scarce

historical record to shed light on his ancestors before they landed in the United States or to

allow us to know how many arrived and created new lives once they came to the United States.

Walsh’s version of his ancestors’ arrival, told in his autobiography, will always reside in the

fortunate province of myth—that imaginary narrative that takes over when historical fact

recedes or becomes lost. The landscape of his past lay wide open and waiting for him to walk

into and fill with his own stories by the horse load.“In the late 1870s,” Walsh wrote in his

autobiography, “Thomas Walsh, my father, emigrated with three brothers from their native

Ireland, bound for America by way of Spain. The roundabout route was necessary because the

four, in company with my grandfather, had staged a breakout from a Dublin jail, where the

British had sent the senior Walsh for subversive activities; a Spanish ship was the only

available means for their reluctant flight from the old sod. As my uncle Matthew told it,

Grandfather was the rebel and his sons, using a stolen laundry van, contrived to release the

old man from jail after shooting it out with the guards. He was wounded during the escape and

died at sea before the ship reached Spain…. According to Uncle Matthew, the ship’s Spanish

captain, Don Raul Almendariz, took a liking to my father, and my first name (somehow or other

with an added ‘o’) was one of the results of this remembered friendship.”1This narrative,

sounding not unlike one of Walsh’s 1950s sea pictures, is easy to like and difficult to dispute,

even if Walsh’s first wife, the D. W. Griffith ingénue Miriam Cooper, refuted one part of it: the

way Walsh picked up the name Raoul. According to Cooper, while Walsh was working as an

actor on the New York stage during his early twenties, his friend Paul Armstrong thought the

name Albert could be improved on. The two men came up with Raoul, thinking it sounded

more romantic.2 The truth is slippery.A few facts about Walsh’s ancestors are known. His

paternal grandfather, George Walsh, was born in County Waterford, Ireland, probably in the

1820s. The family soon moved to Sheffield, England, where George grew up, meeting and



marrying Walsh’s grandmother, Elizabeth Shortland, around the year 1850. George became a

journeyman blacksmith (as written on his son’s birth certificate)—or, according to family

legend, a master tailor for the British army. In his autobiography, Raoul Walsh claims that there

were four sons born to his grandfather. But Walsh’s brother, George, later said that there were,

in fact, three.3 Walsh’s father, Thomas, was born in Sheffield in 1856. In a 1900 New York City

census, he indicated that he arrived in the United States in 1870; he would have been fourteen

years old.Raoul Walsh’s Irish ancestry seems just as likely linked to his mother, Elizabeth Bruff,

as to his father. That same 1900 census indicates that Elizabeth’s parents were both born in

Ireland, although their whereabouts is untraceable after that. Walsh’s story that Elizabeth’s

family arrived in the United States well before the American Revolution seems untrue. The

story he gives of her grandmother being a staunch member of the Daughters of the American

Revolution also seems unlikely. We know that Elizabeth’s parents were Philip Bruff and

Catherine Lyman. An 1870 New York census has thirteen-year-old Elizabeth Bruff and her ten-

year-old sister, Briedget, living in New York City with an Anne and James Scanlon, both

approximately ten years older than Elizabeth. This was Elizabeth’s maternal aunt and husband.

George Walsh, Raoul’s brother, often used the last name Scanlon when he first followed his

older brother into the movie business. It may also be true, as her sons later claimed, that, when

she was a young girl in New York City, Elizabeth was considered by many men to be the belle

of the ball.When Walsh’s father, Thomas, arrived in New York, he found work in a men’s

clothing store. Not long after that he found employment at the prestigious firm of Brooks Bros.,

where he carved out a successful career. Family hearsay has it that Thomas was a driving

force in the design department of Brooks Bros. and almost single-handedly put the company

on the map in the years he worked there, helping design military uniforms for famous clients

such as General George Custer and, much later on, Teddy Roosevelt’s Rough Riders.Thomas

married Elizabeth Bruff in 1886 in a ceremony at St. Patrick’s Cathedral. One year later their

first child, Albert Edward, was born. His brother, George, was born in 1889, and a sister, Alice,

was born two years later.It Was an Enchanted ChildhoodWalsh always recalled his childhood

as being a magical time. “All of us adored our mother,” he wrote in his autobiography, “though

we stood in awe of Father’s muscular six foot two frame.”4 He looked back at his parents

through a romantic gaze, bathed in nostalgia. In fact, the children had lived an enchanted

childhood, even as Walsh recalled (with great affection) the way Thomas and Elizabeth

handled his unfortunate years as a student. First, he and George were deposited in the rough

New York City public school system; then Walsh lived through a short stint at Seton Hall

Preparatory School in New Jersey. His stay at Seton Hall was brief as he was soon expelled.

This suited Walsh fine as he had little interest in any kind of classroom education. George, on

the other hand, was blessed with a voracious appetite for knowledge and soaked up as many

books as he could. Walsh was always more rough-and-tumble and daring than George. In

complete contrast, George attended Fordham University in the Bronx and, later on,

Georgetown University, intending to become an attorney. He also developed into a world-class

athlete and later made a stab at entering the Olympics. He was disqualified, however, after

accepting money for sports exhibitions. “This was either ignorance or shortsightedness on his

part,” his son, George Jr., later said, “and it was a shame, because the only man who ever

outran him was Jim Thorpe—and it was just by a couple of inches.”5 Mythmaking ran in the

family.When the children were still quite young, Thomas went into partnership with Carl Lange,

a German Jew, and the firm of Walsh and Lange was born, giving young Walsh a worldview

that the Jews and the Irish were clearly in synch, simpatico. Later, when he worked for Warner,

Walsh always banked on the combination of Warner’s Jewishness and his own Irish roots to be



the glue that held them together through a thirty-year friendship and successful business

relationship. Whenever Walsh wanted to borrow money or get an advance from the studio, he

wrote Warner a memo peppered with misspelled Yiddish phrases that he hoped would show

his boss his warm affection for him. “The Jews and the Irish carry the troubles of the world on

their backs,” he told Warner repeatedly.Walsh and Lange opened its wholesale garment

business at 596 Broadway in New York and became successful with little trouble. Following the

example of his brother, Matthew, who, as Walsh claimed, ended up in South Dakota defending

the rights of the Sioux Indians, Thomas became an impassioned supporter of the tribe after a

visit to the state, and at one point Walsh and Lange were supplying the Sioux with the warm

clothing he thought they desperately needed and that the U.S. government shamefully failed to

supply. Thomas’s philanthropic vein marched on, and later, when Walsh was still a young boy,

Thomas and Lange became active in aiding Jewish families wishing to leave Canada for the

United States. The firm would finance their passage and help them settle and find employment.

As gratitude for this kindness, the Jewish community gave Thomas a gold medal with the Star

of David engraved on it.6Walsh recalled that, when he turned eleven, the war with Spain broke

out, and Walsh and Lange, “already busy with their long list of customers, received a windfall in

the guise of a government contract to make uniforms for the U.S. Army.” Later, Walsh also

recalled, “It was Father who designed the outfits for Teddy Roosevelt’s Rough Riders, cocked

hat and all.” This fact is true, as Walsh’s nephew later corroborated, although Walsh did give

the story a Hollywood western sheen by injecting, “A lot of his uniforms went up San Juan Hill

and some of them stayed there.”7 Walsh wrote that Roosevelt himself pulled some important

strings to make certain his Rough Riders were outfitted with khaki uniforms designed

exclusively for them by Brooks Brothers (Walsh no doubt confused the time Thomas worked for

the firm and the time he opened his own).Dinner parties were likely a frequent event in the

Walsh household, even if Walsh’s eighty-four-year-old imagination embellished them somewhat

for his autobiography. Guests included Edwin Booth (the brother of John Wilkes Booth), John L.

Sullivan, and the Barrymore clan (the only documented guests), who lived across the street.

When Walsh was a teenager, the family moved to larger quarters on Riverside Drive, a very

posh part of the city (the address was actually 141 W. Ninety-Fifth St.). Walsh remembered a

guest list that grew in his imagination: “I remember ‘Buffalo Bill’ Cody stopping by to sample the

champagne of which he had become a connoisseur during his stay in England.” He also

recalled a great singer: “I was not sure what line of work Enrico Caruso was in until he threw

back his head and hit high C to my sister Elizabeth’s accompaniment. Fresh from her first piano

recital at Carnegie Hall, Liz had the grace to blush when the great tenor dropped to his knees

in the middle of our parlor carpet and crossed himself while humbly thanking God for giving

him a voice.”8 No sister named Elizabeth ever existed, of course. She was born only in the

pages of Walsh’s autobiography—no family member ever recalled her.As Walsh grew older, the

parties and the guests arrived more often—at least in Walsh’s mind. “‘Diamond Jim’ Brady

brought Lillian Russell and I fell madly in love.” The list of guests grew to embrace Frederic

Remington, Theodore Roosevelt, and President McKinley. Walsh fantasized that Roosevelt

talked politics with Thomas Walsh and felt much better about the world when he left their

house. As Walsh also says, no doubt unaware of the irony, memory, like luck, can be a fickle

jade.9Walsh spent his days wandering around New York City with boundless energy, visiting

his favorite haunt, Peck Slip, where he would watch steam tugs berth the clippers and square-

riggers. He dreamed that he was in the China Sea repelling pirates. There were many other

experiences that stayed with him. Wandering around the Bowery provided him with memories

that would influence his expression of the area’s atmosphere and flavor when he later directed,



for one, The Bowery for Twentieth Century Pictures in 1933.Walsh and his younger brother

were handsome young men, Walsh the more slender of the two, just under six feet, with wavy,

almost curly brown hair, and George, more solidly built, just slightly taller, with a heavier face

and dark brown hair that looked almost black. Both were athletic and more than willing to take

advantage of any sporting activity their father taught them. Thomas Walsh had a great love of

horses and often raced Thoroughbreds, and he took Walsh to the tracks and to horse auctions.

He told his son that there was only one good horse in every three hundred. The equestrian life

was easily had, given the family’s wealth and upper-middle-class lifestyle in New York City.

Both boys were born riders.Walsh obviously listened to his father about horses—and looked for

that one good horse, triggering a family story passed down for decades. By the time he was

ten years old, so the story goes, Walsh had saved enough money to buy an old horse along

with a Mexican saddle and bridle. His parents thought he was crazy. One morning he saddled

up, took the ferry across the Hudson, and took off. But he got only as far as Virginia when the

horse went lame. Walsh sold the animal and returned home. This adventure was never

substantiated but, nonetheless, still lives in the imagination of Walsh’s family.10But all Raoul

Walsh’s childhood fantasies, real or imagined, came crashing to a halt in 1909, when he was

just twenty-two, and his mother, Elizabeth, only forty-two years old, died of cancer. “Life up to

now had been reckless and exciting…. So I was quite unprepared for the sudden blow that left

me motherless…. We were all stunned, desolated by the slowly growing awareness of our

loss.”11Thomas Walsh’s reaction to his wife’s death was to appear as if his life changed little for

him. But he froze Elizabeth in time to keep her with him permanently. He stayed in the family

home for the rest of his life and kept his wife’s room exactly as she left it the day she died. Her

silk dresses still hung in her closet, her shoes stayed on their racks, and her cut-glass perfume

bottles and silver toilet articles remained on her dresser until Thomas Walsh gave them to

Miriam Cooper some years later. The maid cleaned and aired the room every week, but the

rest of the time Thomas allowed no one to enter it but himself.Elizabeth’s death left the young

Raoul devastated. Years later he wrote, “The terrible thing was she had gone and I was only

half a person.”12 It would make sense, then, that Walsh would create a sister named Elizabeth

as a replacement for his mother. This is something a child would do as a way to hold on to a

lost parent. He could have left home after his mother’s death, although this cannot be

substantiated. But Elizabeth Walsh unwittingly left her son a legacy that would mold his

personality and urge him toward becoming a storyteller in the century’s grandest public arena—

the movies. The way to survive his loss, and the way to hold on to the mother he loved, the

only way he knew how, was to replicate her being by becoming a storyteller himself. He would

occupy the landscape of his mother’s soul by leaping into the greatest escape he could mount:

stories of adventure and romance designed to be rendered as perfectly as she would have told

them. He might then relive the moments he had with her and the Americana she gave him.

Where Elizabeth ended, he began.The Stuff That Dreams Are Made Of“My family moved to

Texas [around Del Rio, near the Mexican border]soon after I was born,” Walsh told the British

journalist James Child in 1971. “Was brought up down there, went to several schools, and

lasted a couple of weeks in each.” He added:Then my family finally sent me up to that Jesuit

school at Seton Hall.Incidentally, that’s where I met Jack and Lionel Barrymore. When the three

of us got together, we were out in a week…. I was soon back in Texas. Postgraduate course.

So I never graduated from college. Christ! I never even graduated from grammar school. I

stayed on the family ranch, grew up on a ranch. Worked part of the time in Montana, then I

went back to Texas and got a job with the government breaking horses: “topping” horses. The

government was out buying horses for the cavalry and the ranchers were supposed to run in



horses that were broken. Every now and then they’d send in a bronc to sell. When the colonel

overseeing the operation saw a horse that looked a little like an outlaw, we’d top it. I got twenty-

five cents for topping a horse.13Walsh told a similar story to Kevin Brownlow a few years

earlier, not long after talking about his childhood with other journalists as well. Miriam Cooper

read one of these stories in the paper and responded in her autobiography, “He’d tell the

wildest tales. He never bored you with the truth. Though we’d been divorced for forty-five angry

years, I couldn’t help chuckling when I read an article on him in The Los Angeles Examiner

early in 1972 … how he’d grown up on a ranch in Montana [sic] and tested broncos for the

United States Cavalry. I’d never heard that one before. Oh, that Raoul!”14The stories about a

Texas or Montana childhood fall into the soup of Walsh’s grand gestures of fiction making—

small oddities in the larger pot of stories Walsh concocted and circulated for years about

different periods of his life. The story changes, or the family names change, but in the end the

details come together to create a necessary fiction for Walsh. In fact, none of the stories that

he told about the period from his mother’s death until he landed in Texas at the age of twenty

can be documented or substantiated. They are partly truth, partly fiction—and they add up to a

tale not unlike the heavily fictionalized truth telling about General George Custer that Walsh

directed and partly concocted in 1942’s They Died with Their Boots On.For example, Walsh

claims in his autobiography that, after his mother’s death, his father gave his consent for him to

sail with his uncle Matthew on the Enniskillen and that the two soon headed for Havana. There

are numerous versions even of this story, however. He told Peter Bogdanovich in the early

1970s that he headed off without his “family’s” consent and wrote to them once he and

Matthew reached their destination. Still other versions have fifteen-year-old Raoul running

away from home, not to return for at least a decade, or even not at all.These stories reached

their zenith in the early 1970s when Walsh attended retrospectives and students and historians

looked up at him, taking in his wild tales. Also at this time Walsh was writing his autobiography

and working on two novels. One would be published in France; the other he envisioned as a

movie that he himself might direct. One is a love story, the other an adventure yarn. In his mind,

there could hardly be a difference between either of these texts. Either could have become the

other.Walsh was looking back over his life, stirring up memories of his mother’s death, and

reliving the adventures he either took or imagined. It is clear, then, that he thought again about

his bereavement over his mother’s death. His escape from that grief was to run away and travel

—throughout the United States (the landscape of the tales his mother told him) and even

beyond, around the globe. Sooner or later, even in the pages of his autobiography and in the

stories he gave to the press, Walsh would have to land. But every story he told, no matter how

altered and retold, nonetheless contains a kernel of truth, if not more, and should be viewed as

the truth. The stories had meaning for him, and by that token they are true—even if the

characters and events are fiction.His grief was a fact of his life and often shaped and

determined the avenues Walsh took. That grief would follow him in some fashion not just on his

adventures but even later as he created characters on the big screen. There would be no

adventure Walsh would create on the screen where a character did not attempt a grand,

dangerous escape, did not attempt to right a wrong from the past, or did not try to do it all for

love of a woman (or a woman as his country). The past would be ominous, the future

unclear.Walsh penned many of the one and two reelers he directed under D. W. Griffith’s

instruction at Biograph Studios in the early 1910s and throughout the 1920s at Fox Studios.

But the story of his schooner ride to Havana, where he and Matthew were subsequently

shipwrecked, which eventually was extended to travels in Mexico, the Southwest, and other

U.S. environs, is, in a necessary and fundamental way, one of his earliest and finest fictions. All



the fictional conceits he would eventually commit to film—from high seas adventures in Captain

Horatio Hornblower and The Sea Devils to espionage tales and Western yarns—are

foreshadowed in the romantic narrative he concocts to extricate himself from his motherless

childhood and the grief he thought he might leave behind him. If his adventure story were a

psyche wrapped in a narrative, Walsh would look like a kid imagining and cooking up the

grandest tale he could possibly find.On the RoadIn Walsh’s predominant narrative of his

teenage years, he and his uncle Matthew headed out on the Enniskillen and reached Havana

in eight days. Walsh’s joy in being at sea was profound, and he could hardly take in enough of

the sea air. But, while on a shipping lane between Havana and the coast of Mexico, horrific

weather damaged the schooner. The ship’s repair took a long time, and, while on land waiting

to sail, Walsh began to grow despondent and wondered why he did not ask his uncle to put

him back on a ship bound for New York. But he remembered, “I had no home now that Mother

was dead. My family were [sic] little more than grieving shadows among the memories she had

left with us. No, I would go on.”15 These stabs of grief grew smaller and less frequent as Walsh

grew into manhood, but they also took on a different guise, lodging themselves in the movies

he would direct. Often, they took shape as one of his characters’ poignantly sad moments, say,

the moment Roy Earle realizes he will never have Velma for his own or, just as poignant, the

moment in Silver River when Plato (Thomas Mitchell) realizes that Mike McComb (Errol Flynn)

set up Georgia’s (Ann Sheridan) husband and caused his death at the hands of the Indians. At

this young age, however, those expressions lay far off in the future.Walsh found great

excitement in the days following the grand shipwreck. The Enniskillen was towed into San Juan

de Ulua “hard up the Vera Cruz harbor.”16 It would be five months before the ship could be

repaired. Walsh wrote in his autobiography that he had just turned seventeen when they pulled

into Vera Cruz. Somehow he lost two years in his narrative. But, whatever his age at the time,

he recalled that he could not fathom staying in one place that long a time. Luckily, he met a

horse trader named Ramirez who changed the course of his life when he taught Walsh the art

of rope twirling and horsemanship. Walsh practiced both nonstop and believed he had hit on

his first passion.An attentive student at last, Walsh quickly learned to jump inside his own loop

of the rope and catch a running steer by either its front or its back legs, this despite getting one

good throw from a steer that left him dazed but resolved to continue. When Uncle Matthew

decided to sail on to Galveston, Texas, once the Enniskillen was repaired, Walsh declined to

accompany him and jumped at the chance to join a cattle drive to the Rio Grande. Though the

experience was a good one and, if it truly did happen, gave him the psychological muscle to

direct westerns later on, the drive also taught him the difference between the romantic notions

of the West he had learned from reading westerns and the harshness of the drive itself: “I also

found that, although I could fork a horse, throw a rope, roll a cigarette with one hand, and cuss

with the best [these actions could easily describe Walsh on the set of all his movies; it is hard

to know which came first, the actual experience or its recall after a lifetime behind the camera],

I knew nothing about trail-driving. Knowledge came the hard way….In addition to keeping the

herd moving, there was scouting ahead to find water and graze, side trips into towns along the

way to haggle over supplies….Looking back on that drive, I still wonder why more cowmen did

not lose their reason.” But, by the time he saw the Rio Grande, Walsh considered himself a

seasoned cowhand who could hold his own with the best riders. He could “ride anything with

hair on it.”17Walsh stayed on for a while in South Texas, among other adventures getting mixed

up with a Mexican woman who betrayed him early on in their romance; he found himself in this

episode hightailing it out of town after being accused of cattle rustling. The year, said Walsh,

was 1904, and South Texas was a tough place that had not moved out of the rough-and-tumble



years of the Old West. He saw a man killed for the first time just before he joined up with

another man named Hans Cotton (a liar, Walsh said, which bothered him very little) to help

ship a couple of carloads of horses to Butte, Montana. Walsh found himself one of three men

who had to handle, water, and feed sixty head of half-broken horses overland by train. Horse

wrangling was not for him.Though Walsh planned on heading back to South Texas after the

gig, his fortunes changed once again when he hired on to break horses for a six-foot-five Kerry

man named “Colonel” Sarsfield Scanlon who ran a livery stable and owned an undertaking

parlor. Scanlon was an even bigger liar than his last boss, but Walsh did not realize it right

away. Scanlon put him to work breaking horses and also put him in charge of two Cree Indians

and appointed him head gravedigger for his business. Money was scarce, and Scanlon “often

cut the overhead still further by dressing the deceased in shirt and coat but no pants. The

mourners, when there were any, never knew the difference.”18After working for Scanlon for a

while, Walsh shifted gears and became a driver and then the anesthetist—no training

necessary—for the area’s new doctor, a Frenchman named René Echinelle (Walsh switches

the story, sometimes saying the doctor had the same first name as he—Raoul—an interesting

fact of storytelling that could suggest how close Walsh’s characters are to himself). He noted

how interesting it was that, while the good doctor was performing surgery on his patients,

ashes from his cigar often fell into the body on the table. Walsh seemed to have great affection

for the doctor and felt sad when he died of lung disease not long after his tenure with him.

Walsh then decided he had had enough of Butte and pulled out, heading back to San Antonio.

Once there, he found a notice at the local post office issued by the U.S. Cavalry Remount

Service that the federal government was looking for “thoroughly broken four- to six-year-old

brown or bay geldings.” The government also needed “toppers,” experienced riders “to gentle

any fractious ones.” Walsh found the U.S. government to be a generous employer and was

satisfied with the job, until a mishap occurred one day in an area called Kerrville. Walsh got on

top of a “bad buckskin” at one of the ranches, the horse reared backward, and Walsh fell off

before he could get out of the saddle.19 By that time, the horse had rolled over him and broken

his right leg. Walsh landed in a San Antonio hospital to mend. He found a room at a cheap

motel for a few days, once again not knowing the turn his life was about to take.ShowbizIt was

1907, and Walsh was about to turn twenty. Sitting on the porch of the Lone Star Hotel in San

Antonio, his good leg displayed, his injured one hidden for no good reason except that it was

the most comfortable way to sit, serendipity visited Walsh and changed the course of his life. A

stranger happened to walk by and see the good-looking Walsh sitting, sporting a cowboy hat.

“Do you want a job, cowboy?” the man yelled up to him, telling him to show up at the town’s

theater that evening if he was interested. He was, and later on he limped over to the theater.

But he was using a cane and caught the man by surprise, who asked Walsh how in the world

he was going to ride a horse with that bad leg. Walsh just asked where he could find the horse.

When he found it, he climbed on a chair, then climbed on the horse. After that, he was asked to

ride a treadmill. He did, and from here on out we see the true events in Raoul Walsh’s life

unfolding, no matter how much he tried to embellish them.Walsh got the job, which turned out

to be for a traveling show of The Clansman, a popular play just adapted for the stage by

Thomas Dixon from his novel that was published that same year. The book, The Clansman: A

Historical Romance of the Ku Klux Klan, was the second volume in Dixon’s Reconstruction

trilogy, a piece of out-and-out racism that called for the maintenance of white supremacy in

America. While this view of racial inequality was prevalent in America in the first decade of the

twentieth century, it still managed to cause controversy, but not enough to dampen the

popularity of the play, which toured the country in 1905.The play’s racism and inherent



message to northerners was plain and clear: racial segregation should be maintained because

blacks turned savage when freed from slavery. The message seemed to have escaped Walsh

during the time he performed in The Clansman (and, later, during his involvement with D. W.

Griffith’s adaptation of part of Dixon’s original novel for The Birth of a Nation). It never occurred

to him to question any of Dixon’s belief system; at the time, that system was firmly entrenched

in the nation’s popular consciousness.Walsh learned that he had been hired because,

ironically, the cowboy originally scheduled to perform busted a leg (or broke his neck) and

could not go on. Walsh was handed a Ku Klux Klan outfit and, after getting on his horse, was

also handed a cross on fire. Stagehands pulled him and the horse across the stage while the

audience whistled and cheered. That was when he got the stage bug, he said years later. He

stayed with the show until it reached St. Louis.The play’s leading man, Franklin Ritchie, tried to

find more for Walsh to do in the play and told him to study everyone’s part so that he could go

on at a moment’s notice should anything happen to one of the actors. No one became ill,

however, and Walsh never got his chance. But a fellow character actor took notice of him:

Walsh sincerely enjoyed acting. The friend was about to head off to New York to try to find an

agent and asked Walsh to join him. The two men went back East, and Walsh made the rounds,

signing with at least five agencies. He considered himself an actor now and managed to get

one job in a show with the director Al Parker. He went off to Chicago with the show, even

though it lasted only a brief time, and then he was back in New York looking for work.The

young Walsh was especially happy to see his family again as he took up residence in the big

house on Riverside Drive. “I proudly told [Father] that I was an actor and played the part of the

leader of the Ku Klux Klan, and that I rode a horse across the stage, carrying a fiery cross,”

Walsh wrote later in his autobiography. “My father said, ‘You should not feel proud of portraying

the part of an infamous bigot, whose organization is anti-Catholic, anti-Jew, and anti-Negro. But

as sure as there is a God above us, these hatemongers will one day fade away like leaves

falling from trees in autumn.’”20 The statement serves Walsh the writer in multiple ways in the

autobiography—as a comment made to heroicize his father in his nostalgic look back at him;

possibly a statement to let himself off the hook for what in old age he may have perceived as a

slip in conscience. It could also have been a nod to his readers to acknowledge a sensitive

subject at the time his autobiography was published, 1974. He could firm up a fact that he

believed of himself: he had been a lifelong defender of Native Americans in this country.

Whatever meaning it has, the memory (created in the moment of writing or not) carried great

import for Walsh.Now calling himself Raoul, Walsh slept in his childhood bed and came to

understand his newly minted dreams. He sought solace in the world and got on with the

business of finding acting work. He truly believed at this juncture in his life that being on stage

was his destiny, and he put all his energies into pushing the dream forward. In his view, fate

intervened at this very moment. One day, he entered the office of the agent Bill Gregory.

Though Gregory was out at the time, his secretary took notice of Walsh and asked whether he

would mind acting in the movies—something most actors she encountered refused to do,

considering it more demeaning work. But Walsh said no he wouldn’t, and she sent him across

the river on the ferry to Union City, New Jersey, to meet two brothers by the name of Pathé.

They could speak only bad English but through an interpreter embarked on the rocky road of

communicating with Walsh. They asked him whether he could ride a horse, he said yes, and

just like that he was a movie actor—at least in his eyes.The Pathé Frères (Bros.) company was

founded in France in 1896 by the four Pathé brothers—Charles, Emile, Theophile, and Jacques

—as an adjunct to Charles’s Paris gramophone shop and factory. They first began to make film

equipment and then branched out into making films, exporting them to New York, where they



were shown in the Vitascope Theater. By 1904, when the Pathé Company opened in New York,

it owned a catalog of twelve thousand titles, and between 1905 and 1908 it accounted for

about one-third of the films distributed in the United States.Walsh said he began working for

Charles and Emile Pathé late in 1909 and stayed with them until early 1910. But, in the

narrative of his days with Pathé, he may have mixed them up with the Melies brothers, both of

whom were in America, while only one of the Pathé brothers, Charles, was actually in the

United States during the time of Walsh’s account. As Kevin Brownlow has reported, James

Young Deer, a Native American, was the person in charge of Pathé’s West Coast studio and

directed many of the company’s films.21 The beginning was inauspicious, as the brothers were

interested in Walsh mainly because he could ride a horse. When he showed up for work the

first day, he was taken to the livery stable up the street from the “studio” where he saw ten

horses or so that he immediately termed “jugheads” because of their heavy heads. Not thrilled

—but determined to be an actor—Walsh picked one of the jugheads, climbed aboard, and

galloped down the street, did a stop, got off, and did a flying mount back onto the horse again.

The next thing he knew he had signed a six-month contract for three pictures with the brothers

playing heavies and romantic leads with a few historical figures such as Paul Revere thrown

into the pot.Walsh always said that his first picture for Pathé was called The Banker’s Daughter,

a film in which he was featured with the ex-burlesque queen Dolly Larkin and whose plot

involved bank robbery and mistaken identity. He actually played in that film after he left Pathé

for Reliance and briefly became an actor under Griffith’s Biograph banner. Still, he could tell a

good yarn about his months working for the Frenchmen. “‘You kees the girl—kees the girl, grab,

kees, kees, kees,’ they would yell. They’d be yelling at you all the time. ‘Give another kees.’ I’m

running out of kisses, you bastard.” The Frenchmen would talk over the director. “One time a

girl was in love with me and I was dying and the camera was in close—she was kneeling down

and this roughneck bastard director was yelling: ‘Cry, cry, cry, you son of a bitch, cry, will ya?’

And I was lying on the ground dying. It was a helluva place.”22Walsh said his second film for

Pathé was a sentimental story called A Mother’s Love, even though a record of the film does

not exist. Paul Revere’s Ride, which Walsh said was his third and last film for Pathé, put him on

a horse again. But the French director, Emile Couteau, who had directed a couple of his Pathé

pictures, called for trolley tracks to be included in the Paul Revere story, at which point Walsh

reminded him that there were no such things in 1775. When Couteau confronted him,

reminding him who the director was on the movie, Walsh thought seriously that maybe it was

time he became a director himself.23Walsh still lived at the big family home on Ninety-fifth

Street and Riverside Drive, only now the household was shy one more female when Walsh’s

nineteen-year-old sister, Alice, secretly wed the billiard champ Willie Hoppe, who was two

years her senior, on December 15, 1910. The couple had met three years earlier when Alice

went for a swim in the beach at Atlantic City and nearly drowned. Hoppe was swimming nearby

and fished her out of the water, saving her life. He courted Alice for three years, most of the

time behind Thomas Walsh’s back. When he could no longer wait to get married, he phoned

her from Scranton, Pennsylvania, and told her to meet him at the corner of Forty-second Street

and Broadway in Manhattan. Alice, whom the newspapers called one of the wealthiest and

most beautiful girls in New York City, did what Hoppe asked, and the two were married at a

nearby church that day. On learning of his daughter’s elopement, Thomas admitted that he was

dumbfounded and furious, but he put on a good show for reporters (starting a Walsh family

tradition). He told them that he was certain the family could work things out, and he welcomed

the couple into his home. Too busy working, Walsh never attended the ceremony.Most of the

films Walsh made for the Pathé brothers were westerns. “But there were others.” Walsh played



bank robbers, prizefighters, and ne’er-do-wells. But Walsh became disenchanted with this form

of operation. It seemed unrealistic and redundant in the worst way. There was hardly an

adventure here. Frustrated with Pathé and its operation, he knew there was a better way to

meet the dream he had set out for himself. Little did he know that he was about to take a giant

step toward it.2Griffith and BeyondThe Apprenticeship YearsWe’ve gone beyond Babel,

beyond words. We’ve found a universal language—a power that can make men brothers and

end war forever. Remember that. Remember that when you stand in front of the camera.—D.

W. Griffith to Lillian Gish“Notice,” Sam Clemens warned at the start of Huck Finn’s “stretcher”

about his adventures with Tom Sawyer and the slave Jim in Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.

“Persons attempting to find a motive in this narrative will be prosecuted; persons attempting to

find a moral in it will be banished; persons attempting to find a plot in it will be shot.”1 The

same may be said about Raoul Walsh’s account of how he came to sail to Cuba with his uncle,

how the two men got shipwrecked, and the route Walsh took to find his way to Mexico and the

United States—and how he landed working in pictures. Anyone trying to find the truth in

Walsh’s narrative might be led astray. The only truth lies in the joy of telling, the art of being a

storyteller. Walsh’s life in the early 1910s escapes being documented; truth may be fiction, or

the truth may be a story with more embellishment than fact.Waiting for the Sun to ShineWalsh

recalled that he left Pathé for the Biograph Company in 1910, but more likely he left behind the

frères with the bad English in the middle of 1913. Although he may have been just another

name on the payroll in the early months of that year, the acting bug hit him hard. When he was

not actually mugging for the camera, he could be found hanging around with the other actors

waiting for a new assignment or just killing time until the weather cooperated on a current one.

Oliver’s Restaurant in Fort Lee, New Jersey, was a popular hangout for movie folk trying to

make time stretch on a shoot. It had good food, good service, and cheap prices. Good thing,

too, since movie folk, called movies because they moved around a lot, also spent a lot of time

there waiting for a sunny day. Sunlight was the only illumination possible for a shoot—and

nature was in charge of that. If there was no sun, there was no picture.On one particular day,

Walsh happened to be sitting atop a horse “working a rope,” as he liked to say, showing off his

array of rope tricks after an overcast sky had interrupted a shoot. A few people stood around

watching, and one in particular began talking to him. Christy Cabanne was a former actor

turned director who was making a name for himself with D. W. Griffith at Biograph (though

Cabanne’s directing career was undistinguished, it was one of the longest running in

Hollywood). Cabanne yelled up to Walsh that his tricks were some of the best rope handling he

had seen. He also complimented Walsh on how he handled a horse. Then came the clincher:

he mentioned that Walsh looked pretty good sitting on one. Walsh later said that he knew he

was good with a rope, and that he looked good on a horse, but that there was something in the

way Cabanne said so that really pleased him. Cabanne said that he could use a man like

Walsh and advised him not to sign a new contract with Pathé. He wanted him to come act for D.

W. Griffith’s company and to consider himself hired.Walsh did just that. He considered the few

Biograph pictures he had seen “not as God-awful as the stuff Pathé was making.”2 His instincts

were good. In the past several years, between 1911 and 1913 especially, Griffith had been

experimenting with new techniques for narrative storytelling in the movies that would push the

art form forward in unexpected ways. Walsh would be right there beside him.So, when

Cabanne walked away, Walsh later recalled, “I took stock of myself, feeling a bit chesty and

pleased with the way things were shaping up. Not many weeks earlier, I had been riding that

treadmill and feeling more foolish each night. Now I was a full-fledged actor and had played the

lead in three motion pictures, terrible as they were. When I got home that evening and Father



asked me what I had done with my day, I mumbled something inane because my head was full

of dreams.”3 Walsh agreed to go over to the Biograph Studios on Fourteenth Street in New

York the next day; he signed with Griffith a day or two later.The time was right for Walsh to

move to Biograph, even if the stay was a brief one. Griffith had had a short but already

illustrious trial as a director in the fledging movie industry. In 1908, about the time he began

working for Biograph, there were fewer than nine thousand motion-picture theaters in the

United States. The seating capacity in most was small; many were storefronts converted to

movie theaters that often seated fewer than one hundred patrons. A program of two films and

an illustrated song, lasting less than an hour combined, was a typical evening’s entertainment.

With an audience that had more leisure time on its hands than ever before, and with a cheap

admission price at a nickelodeon, for example, movies provided exciting stories for the working

class, especially, that came to see the “flickers.”4The movie industry was growing quickly in the

United States and had been for some time. By the 1920s, the United States would be unrivaled

as the center of the filmmaking industry. It simply suited the American sensibility; it was in our

mythos. On a practical, business side, an “unrivaled” number of immigrants arrived in this

country during the last two decades of the nineteenth century, many with “the muscle and the

imagination” to work in a fledgling industry, especially one with so many imaginative

possibilities.5 Also, the nickelodeons that turned up did so in the unrestricted economic

conditions of turn-of-the-century America. When men such as Griffith moved to California to

make their pictures, they found a paradise of inexpensive real estate and welcoming

Mediterranean weather conditions. But, even more so, the movie industry, new as it was, fit

right in with a culture bent on creating myths for itself. Myths of American self-making had

already been set in place in the mid-nineteenth century by Toqueville, Emerson, and Whitman.

America would always be seen (more importantly, see itself) as just being born, as always

being in the process of being born anew. The movie industry offered one more opportunity for

men to create new notions of selfhood, especially selfhoods that were visionary and that could

soar to any size and, in a grandiose way, be seen by many at once. Images of men and women

larger than life were projected onto a screen; the self was a new creation with proportions

never before imagined. And the men and women behind it all had reinvented themselves into a

new industry, a new culture. What better idea than an industry so rooted in the imagination?

6Cabanne put Walsh to work right away, directing him in several one- and two-reelers with

various other Biograph feature players, including Blanche Sweet, Dorothy and Lillian Gish,

Donald Crisp, Lionel Barrymore, and even Mary Pickford. But Walsh was just starting out, so

his roles were far from enticing. Neither were they terribly noticeable to audiences. He even

took to going to the theater itself after one of his movies opened just to make sure he was

actually in a picture he recalled making.Given his eagerness to get ahead, Walsh

understandably suffered a nagging sense of disillusionment at Biograph. While he didn’t expect

his acting career to take a meteoric rise as soon as he arrived there, neither did he expect to

be kept in such abeyance from getting actual screen time. The Detective’s Stratagem from 1912

—of which only fragments survive—is the one picture Walsh is certain to have appeared in,

even though he long claimed to have appeared in The Musketeers of Pig Alley in 1912, which

is unlikely. Pig Alley is one of Griffith’s more important one-reelers—not the first, but certainly

the earliest surviving gangster film, also said to be possibly the first to use follow-focus, where

the camera blurs out the background as three gangsters walk toward an alley in the opening

scene. (Pig Alley is also said to have influenced Martin Scorsese when he directed Goodfellas

[1990] and Gangs of New York [2002].) Walsh may simply have confused the picture with the

landmark gangster picture that he himself directed for William Fox in 1915, Regeneration.



Walsh’s earliest documented work was actually as a director for Griffith, a 1914 two-reeler,

Mexican War Pictures, with actual Mexican War scenes. Most likely it was shot later, when

Walsh went to Mexico to work on Life of Villa. It hardly marked an auspicious career move—the

kind Walsh would soon make as a director in Griffith’s company.Walsh was now so frustrated

and disillusioned that he was ready to leave pictures and maybe head back to Vera Cruz. But

just when the thought hit, Christy Cabanne gave him the news that Griffith was about to leave

Biograph and make a permanent move to California. He had been trekking back and forth for

some time and now wanted to settle there permanently and to start his own company, Fine

Arts Studios, for the Mutual Corporation.Now, at the end of 1913, only twenty-six years old,

Walsh found himself on Griffith’s short list and then on the train that took him to California, a

land he’d never heard of, to say the least. Standing on the cusp of his new life, he was leaning

forward. He didn’t venture to the new land alone, however. Also on that train was a handful of

Griffith players, including Mary Pickford and her younger brother, Jack, Donald Crisp, Henry B.

Walthall, and Cabanne—along with Griffith himself and Griffith’s chief cameraman, Billy Bitzer.

Had it not been for Walsh’s great self-confidence, he could not have fathomed why Griffith

picked him to join the troupe. But Griffith took special notice of the young actor and promised

him, “Someday, I’ll make you a director.” “I don’t know why he said that,” Walsh later quipped.

“Maybe because he thought I was a lousy actor.”7A Fatherless GirlThe train heading for Los

Angeles carried another Biograph feature player, an attractive actress named Miriam Cooper—

and, before Walsh truly had time to settle into what eventually became his luxurious Los

Angeles lifestyle, Cooper would change her name to Mrs. Raoul Walsh.Miriam Cooper

considered herself a true Biograph ingénue, and certainly she found good-enough roles in

Griffith’s pictures to warrant her self-confidence. With her dark hair and large, luminous dark

eyes, she made quite a contrast, along with Blanche Sweet, to some of Griffith’s other working

girls, such as the more fair-skinned Mary Pickford and the Gish sisters. This left a corner of the

market open to Miriam, and Griffith eventually gave her history-making parts: she earned the

part of “The friendless one” in Intolerance and, better still, a leading part as Margaret Cameron

in The Birth of a Nation. While she garnered two history-making roles in Griffith films, the mark

she left on Walsh’s life was just as history making—and far more dramatic, leaving a greater

emotional impact on him than any fiction could have managed.Miriam grew up mostly poor in

Baltimore. Her mother received financial assistance from her mother-in-law, but, after the

mother-in-law died, the fatherless family lived in poverty, with Miriam’s mother scraping by as

best she could. This included a move from Washington Heights to Little Italy, and, even though

Miriam was put in an orphanage for a short time, later her mother managed to educate her at

St. Walburga’s Academy, a convent school, and then at Cooper Union High School in New York

City. During the time Miriam set out on an unplanned career in pictures, she also modeled for

Charles Dana Gibson.Miriam and a girlfriend named Rita set out looking for the Biograph

studios, which at the time occupied a large brownstone at 11 East Fourteenth Street. The

building itself had once been a mansion owned by a millionaire on a street where other such

mansions were now turned into rooming houses, restaurants, shops—and one movie studio.

The rooms were huge with high ceilings. Once inside, the two women noticed a man Miriam

soon learned was D. W. Griffith; he was shooting a ballroom scene for one of his pictures.

Griffith needed extras for a scene he was shooting, and, before she knew it, Miriam was in

pictures and being paid for it. The five dollars she earned turned her head, and she wanted

more.Before landing a full-time job at Biograph, where she was cast in ingénue parts, Miriam

worked for Kalem Features in various pictures in New York and on the road. But she ended up

back at Biograph, working for Griffith and making numerous pictures with Walsh. When Griffith



first met his new actress and took a personal interest in her, he took special care to learn about

her background. She told him that she was from Baltimore and now lived with her mother,

brothers, and sister. She also told him that her father was long gone. “Most of the girls in the

Griffith Company had the same kind of background. None of us had fathers; they all had

disappeared before we ever saw Mr. Griffith,” she later wrote. “I learned later that this was the

kind of girl Mr. Griffith liked—young, beautiful and supporting her mother. He didn’t care

particularly about talent since he felt he could mold anyone into the type of performer he

wanted.”8It would be a while before Walsh and Miriam became an item since Walsh also had

his sights set most on becoming an integral part of Griffith’s new setup in California. But, on the

train out west that October, Miriam spent her time with Walsh, Christy Cabanne (who brought

along his wife, child, and mother-in-law), and a Native American actor called Eagle Eye, this

despite a warning from Cabanne’s mother-in-law that the three were not exactly good

influences on Miriam. “She was right, but she was only half right,” Miriam wrote in her

autobiography. “I was safe; my money wasn’t.” Walsh and Cabanne taught Miriam to play poker,

even if the two men cheated her left and right. “I would sit next to the window with my cards

held out in front of me. ‘Hold your cards up, Miriam,’ Raoul said. When I did, the cards were

reflected in the train window and he and Christy could see everything I had.”9 The trip west

marked the last time Walsh ever took money from Miriam. For years to come it would be the

other way around.The Gold RushWhen the train pulled in to the Los Angeles station, the

Griffith players were in for a surprise. Very few hotels in the city allowed actors inside their

doors. Eugene Pallette, one of Griffith’s established actors, who was already in the city,

arranged for them to stay at the Gates Hotel on the edge of the city proper, one of the few

places that allowed actors in its doors. While people posted signs on their front lawns

advertising apartments for rent, they usually read, “No dogs or picture people allowed.” Most

Californians at that time were either retired midwesterners with very middle-class ideas or

second-generation Californians who were, in Miriam’s words, “just far enough away from their

Gold Rush ancestors to be bluenoses.”10Some of Griffith’s people, such as Miriam Cooper,

considered Los Angeles and its environs to be a hick town when they arrived in 1914—hardly

an attractive place. The downtown area was quite built up at the time the company arrived, but

the same could not consistently be said for the adjoining areas. A few miles to the west,

Hollywood looked much better. The area was still residential, showing off large, comfortable

houses set back from the streets with well-manicured lawns to buffer them from what little

traffic noise there was. Sitting on a small knoll, well back from the street, was the Hollywood

Hotel, which did allow actors inside. Many took up lodgings there and, apparently, were not

evicted for the large parties that often took place.With his stock company now in California,

Griffith left Biograph behind—for one reason, because the company did not believe, as Griffith

did, that lengthy feature films could be financially viable. Griffith joined the Mutual Film

Corporation and also joined forces with the Majestic Studio manager, Harry Aitken. Now called

Majestic-Reliance Studios, it would later be named Fine Arts Studio. Griffith’s new production

company became an autonomous partner in the Triangle Film Corporation, along with Thomas

Ince and Keystone Studios’ Mack Sennett. Griffith would produce The Birth of a Nation through

Majestic-Reliance a year or so later.For now, the Griffith players faced the challenge of

adjusting to a new locale and customs, or so it seemed. They were not exactly reenacting the

seventeenth-century myth of the City on the Hill facing the hostilities of Native American tribes,

but they faced the natives of southern California nonetheless. It would have been difficult to

believe then that the motion-picture business would come to represent glamour to the rest of

the country. Glamour would have to be built from the ground up, just as the studios themselves



would have to take shape in this new landscape.Christy Cabanne put the actors to work almost

immediately so that they could bring in some money—and keep busy. Griffith’s advance men

set up and built a studio and outdoor stage at the intersection of Sunset and Hollywood

Boulevards. That first Fine Arts Studio was an open-air structure that made use of movable

props and backdrops. Before Griffith and his company arrived there, it had been making color

films, one of them The Clansman, which was never finished.11 It mimicked a theater stage but

had difficulty getting light. Reflectors had to be used to catch the natural light, even though they

hurt the actors’ eyes. As Walsh wryly noticed, the paraphernalia of early moviemaking must

have looked out of place situated among the surrounding citrus groves and cow pastures.

Griffith hired three or four directors who had been with other stock companies, and, with his

supervising hand, they turned out maybe ten pictures a week. Electric lights being unreliable

back then, the actors and directors still relied on the sun. When it was cloudy outside, Griffith

would use that time to rehearse upcoming pictures; then they would all go outside when the

sun came out again.Walsh found a small bungalow in Hollywood near the studio and

persuaded Mary Pickford’s mother (who was also on that train to California) to let fifteen-year-

old Jack Pickford room with him. Then he began scouting extras for Griffith. One day while

traipsing into the Los Angeles stockyards he literally ran into a dime-store gospel show setting

up in the back stables of the studio. He noticed a man called Bear Valley Charley sitting in a

wheelchair “as drunk as the proverbial fiddler’s bitch.”12 Charley’s job was to supply the

makeshift preachers with customers, but he was too drunk at that moment to do any good.

Although Charley was three years Walsh’s junior, his habit of taking “firewater” had already put

years on his face. The mangy-looking character was a former cowboy; Walsh liked his spark

and hired him on the spot as an extra. Their friendship lasted many years. This is what Walsh

liked to do and would continue doing: surround himself with coworkers who became good

friends. In this atmosphere, he now familiarized himself with cameras, lights, and action. For

Walsh, the gold rush was on.In Walsh’s eyes, Griffith was a genius and the man who

influenced him more than any other. He made it a point to stand behind Griffith whenever he

could. He learned the importance of movement and particularly the dramatic crescendo that

became Griffith’s “race to the rescue” at a story’s end. He learned the importance of the shots

Griffith used: the high-angle shots; the close-up shots—in one actor’s eye the spectator could

find the movie’s emotional core—so newly interspersed with long-range shots. He learned to

limit the use of titles just as Griffith did, especially in action scenes that carried a lexicon all

their own. Griffith told him always to shoot the most difficult scenes first, advice he followed

religiously. He also followed from his first days as a director Griffith’s habit of memorizing the

script and doing away with it on the set whenever possible. Walsh could never really recall the

older man looking at a script during shooting. For the rest of his career, Walsh surprised both

cast and crew by referring to the picture’s script infrequently and sometimes not at all. Like his

mentor, once Walsh read the script, he had memorized it visually. There it stayed—no need to

look further at the written word.Walsh may have learned about the camera from Griffith, but he

also learned how to conduct himself on and off the set. Griffith came onto the set but did very

little to interfere with a setup. He might make a comment about regulating the tempo; he might

tell his men and women, “Well done,” if a shot pleased him. But Walsh noticed that he was all

about business—silent and quick paced. Walsh picked up the habit; for years to come as a

director he left cast and crew trying to puzzle out his frequent habit of looking or walking away

when a scene was being shot. Like Griffith, he knew the scene in his head; he listened after

that. If it sounded good, he knew it looked good. Walsh learned two great lessons from Griffith:

get your picture finished on time, and take a businesslike, no-nonsense approach to work on



the set. Both would serve him well in years to come.Walsh appeared in the cast of a number of

Reliance and Majestic/ Mutual productions during 1914. Christy Cabanne directed Miriam and

him in two-reelers such as For His Master and The Dishonored Medal— so Walsh said. He

stood out as the smarmy villain-fop—the real Walsh not so hidden—who twirls his handlebar

mustache with finesse before and after he attempts to swindle an innocent Blanche Sweet out

of her honor in The Little Country Mouse. But he disappears into the scenery when he stars

with Lillian Gish in two-reelers such as The Rebellion of Kitty Belle. At this early time, westerns

were cheaper to produce, and Walsh often found himself as Griffith’s right-hand man in

scouting locations and rounding up local residents (whether they were old cowhands or just

men and women he saw on the street). It did not take long for him to move up to being

assistant director—until the day Griffith made good on his promise that one day he would let

him direct.Although Walsh considered the 1915 one-reeler Home from the Sea a picture with a

humdrum plot, there he stood, nevertheless, on the threshold of his own career as a director

when Griffith gave him the reins to Fine Arts’ first sea picture. He did double duty in the picture,

playing an errant son who finally repents, along with Francelia Billington, and getting only

occasional supervision from the boss. Walsh chose to shoot in San Pedro, at the time a fishing

village just south of Los Angeles with a large Portuguese population. The locale was ideal, and

Walsh took control of the job as if he were standing at heaven’s gate itself. There was no going

back now; he knew it, and Griffith knew it. Walsh standing at the helm—leaning forward, of

course—was so natural an event it could have made one of the greatest entries in the

autobiography he would write at the end of his life. But, when he wrote that book, he shied

away from blowing that horn. Still, he took to the job so easily that it was no surprise that

Griffith gave him more films to direct, including The Mystery of the Hindu Image, The Double

Knot, and The Gunman (codirecting with Christy Cabanne). There was nothing like the first

morning Walsh took the reins. He choreographed the action as if it were second nature to him.

Soon enough, he felt as though he was in his second skin. On it went like this, with Walsh

doing either single or double duty, in front of the camera or standing in back of it as well—until

the day he met the big bandit.Running with Pancho VillaWalsh always thought Griffith an

expert on inventing pieces of business, and one of the best ideas his boss had, if not also the

craziest to some, was the idea to sign the notorious Mexican bandit Pancho Villa to a one-

picture deal, as it were. Walsh got involved in the Villa project around March 1914 and drove

down to Mexico to shoot footage of the famous Mexican renegade. The proposed picture was a

can of worms that created opportunity and chaos from the start.Villa had been flirting with the

movies for a while before Mutual became involved. He would approach movie companies to

film his escapades, this way financing them in the process. Now he was ready to negotiate

again. The company executive Frank Thayer had gone down to Juarez, Mexico, twice in the

early part of 1914 to get a commitment from Villa to let the company film him. The bandit had

just captured the city and had approached the movie people covering the event to make a deal.

He would allow cameramen to accompany him on his campaigns; he would even provide food

and animals for their travel. In exchange, he wanted 50 percent of the profits. Mutual was the

only film company to agree. In March, the project finally looked viable. Thayer returned with an

agreement from Villa to let Mutual direct a feature film about him, to be entitled The Life of

General Francisco Villa. Griffith would direct, Villa would play himself, and Walsh would play

Villa at a young age as well as direct background footage. As it turned out, Griffith became

much too involved with plans for his upcoming epic film, an adaptation of Dixon’s The

Clansman, and sent Christy Cabanne down to Juarez to direct. Walsh would act as assistant

director—but it turned out that he had a much more prominent role in the Villa fiasco. He had to



persuade Villa that Mutual had a worthy story for him.One afternoon that March, Griffith called

Walsh into his office; he asked him about his experiences in Mexico and wanted to know

whether he could speak Spanish. Walsh told him he had learned the language from an Apache

Indian—a typical Walsh tease—and did not think anyone would be able to understand him

when he spoke. Nevertheless, Griffith asked him whether he would like to go down to Juarez

and film some Villa battle scenes. Walsh said yes without question. He was to give Villa $500 in

gold—and, since there still was no story for this picture, Walsh would have to think it up himself

as he went along.As Walsh recounted many years later, Villa met with him and, after fingering

the gold Walsh had brought, asked him, through his translators, to tell him the story for the film.

Walsh thought quickly:Well, General … a young boy, a fine looking young boy … everybody in

this little town loved him. He was a fugitive, not even allowed in the town. The farm that he had

there … there was no rain. Then he had to leave, to go seek employment at a big ranch as a

cowboy, to get money for his widowed mother and his little sister. While he was away working

to get money for his dear old mother and his sister, the Federals came into the town [Walsh

knew Villa was at war with the Federals, the heavies, as he called them]. They came into the

town; they burned down the church. Then they came to burn down his house. His mother got

out but they grabbed his sister. But he didn’t know this. He got the money at the Ranch

Terrazas, where he worked, and he was coming home and he bought presents for his mother

and his sister.Then he comes home. He sees the house half burned down. He sees an old man

standing there. He asks where his mother is. They tell him that his mother is at this place over

here and he runs over and he wants to know where his baby sister is. He finds out his baby

sister died and they buried her back of the church or something.Then this young boy, this

handsome young boy, this terrible calamity that hit him just in the prime of life. He stood before

his mother, he lifted up his hands and he vowed to kill Federal after Federal till the whole army

was wiped out! From then on, he had nothing but hatred for the Federals, and he decided to

collect an army and he went from town to town to town to tell them what these Federals did to

his family, what they did to the poor. Finally, he got a great following of people and right now

they’re here in Juarez, and here is the great General that accomplished all this.13Then, Walsh

said, the general got up and shook hands with him. They had a deal.Mutual paid Villa $500 in

gold a month to photograph him, his battles, and his executions. Villa liked movies, and he liked

gold—what could go wrong? “I had a terrible time,” Walsh later said. “Day after day, I would try

to take shots of him coming toward the camera. We’d set up at the head of the street, and he’d

hit that horse with a whip and his spurs and go by at ninety miles an hour. I don’t know how

many times we said, ‘Despacio, despacio—slow—Señor, please!’” He continued:I used to get

him to put off his executions. He used to have them at four or five in the morning, when there

was no light. I got him to put them off until seven or eight. I’d line the cameramen up, and they’d

put these fellows against the wall and then they’d shoot them. Fellows on this side with rocks in

their hands would run in, open the guys’ mouths, and knock the gold teeth out. The fellows on

the other side would run in and take the shoes and boots off them. Later on, they made the

picture, but D. W. Griffith didn’t direct it—he was busy on something else. Christy Cabanne

directed it, and I played Villa as a young man.Of all the people I’ve seen executed—not one of

them ever wanted to be blindfolded, not one of them gave a damn. Some of them stood up

there and cursed, you know, but no cowards—no falling down or anything like that.14Walsh

was able to shoot some of Villa’s battles, although he thought them none too spectacular.

When the crew returned to California, they had to invent some of them.The film the studio put

together was released under a confusing range of titles, not only The Life of General Villa, but

also The Tragedy in the Career of General Villa and The Tragic Early Life of General Villa.



Moving Picture World described vivid action scenes, showing the rebels advancing under fire,

in the “actuality” section of the film. The dramatic section concentrated on the story of Villa’s

sister, raped by a Federal officer. Villa (whose real name was Doroteo Arango) killed the officer

and took to the hills as an outlaw. When the revolution broke out, he linked his bandit army with

the rebels, and the film envisioned his final victory over the Federal army and his proclamation

as president of the Republic of Mexico.Griffith and then-writer Frank Woods congratulated

Walsh on the “Mexican coverage,” even though Walsh hardly felt as enthusiastic about it as

they did. He wondered who had directed whom? Had he directed Villa, or had Villa directed

him? Griffith commented that some of the shots were good and bloody. The censors might

faint, but that was Mutual’s headache, not his. There was one more point to make, however.

Mutual was pushing him for the complete feature. So Walsh would play Villa, and Cabanne

would direct, just to get the picture finished. Because, on the whole, money was hard to come

by in the 1910s, movie crews did not travel to far-off locations. Life of Villa studio sequences

were filmed at Fine Arts; most of the exteriors were shot in and around the San Fernando

Valley, not far from the studio’s Hollywood headquarters. Eventually, the studio had a five-reeler

for its trouble. The project was eventually taken out of Walsh’s hands when Mutual decided to

beef up what it had. Weak linking and replacement footage was filmed, and The Battle of

Torreon was released in 1914, in a double bill with The Life of General Villa, with Walsh playing

the young Villa in the latter film, on which the direction was attributed to Christy Cabanne—

although much of the footage shot by Walsh was inserted into Cabanne’s work.15Walsh was

never entirely certain how much the film grossed but remembered that it ran for what seemed

like a long time at an all-Mexican theater on Spring Street in downtown Los Angeles. It became

a staple at the Cinco de Mayo festivals in the city, but, over the years, the film, and any footage

from it, became lost.16Walsh hoped that his negotiations with Villa demonstrated to Griffith his

verve and imagination—and his sheer American know-how. Griffith was impressed but kept his

words to a minimum. Still, Walsh always claimed, his antics with the Mexican revolutionary

brought him some measure of fame outside the studio. One day, shortly after the Villa episode,

not one but two American legends, Wyatt Earp and Jack London, came by the lot to

congratulate Walsh on riding with the man who thumbed his nose at President Wilson.Facing

the NationThe Villa adventure only enhanced Walsh’s appeal to the women in the Griffith

company—especially Miriam Cooper. Walsh was a kind of local hero after completing the

footage of the Mexican revolutionary. After the Biograph players arrived in California, Walsh

was far more interested in the actress Mae Marsh than in Miriam, but that changed quickly one

Sunday morning when he asked Marsh to go to church with him and Marsh talked Miriam into

going along. Then Marsh reneged at the last minute so that she could accompany Griffith,

whom Miriam thought she was probably seeing on the sly (although evidence of this has never

surfaced), to look at some land he had purchased in the San Fernando Valley. Miriam and

Walsh spent the day together, felt a mutual attraction, and saw each other regularly after that.

They made a handsome couple—dark-haired Miriam with her petite stature and fine chiseled

features and Walsh with his sleek figure and that abundance of wavy brown hair. Everyone at

Fine Arts knew they were an item soon enough. Walsh always behaved as Griffith himself

would behave—like a gentleman.Walsh had already picked up some of Griffith’s behavior off

the lot. He drove around Los Angeles in a two-seater White Steamer; he and Griffith were the

only two men in the company to have one. By now, Walsh also shared a larger two-bedroom

apartment with his fellow actor Eugene Pallette. The rest of the company thought him to be

rolling in money, although they could not understand how. It could not have hurt his ego when

producer Jesse Lasky made him an offer to come and direct for him at the Jesse Lasky



Feature Play Company, but Walsh decided to stay with Griffith until he had put a few director

credits under his belt.The work was not easy, much of it physical, what with the heavy lifting of

equipment and constantly helping gather the troops around so as to position them before the

camera, including himself—but it was steady. Griffith included a battle scene or chase scene in

every movie, and, since there were no stand-ins at the time, Walsh the actor performed his

own stunts. He broke both his arms at least once and his nose three times and counting. He

had to write the scripts as well, a skill that served him well later on. Walsh was ready to tackle

any role, any job that needed doing, any call from Griffith when he needed assistance.All the

time Walsh was in Mexico handling Villa, Griffith stayed in Los Angeles already shooting

scenes for the film that truly drove him westward from New York and away from Biograph: his

epic adaptation of The Clansman. It may have been Walsh’s familiarity with Dixon’s play that

moved Griffith to ask Walsh to be one of his assistants and to help direct the battle scenes that

eventually became The Birth of a Nation; more likely, Walsh impressed Griffith with directing

Home from the Sea, also demonstrating finesse in handling the often unpredictable Pancho

Villa. Griffith had numerous assistants on the picture, but Walsh took on much of the tough-

going action involving Indians, cowboys, soldiers, and horses when the company shot in

Newhall, California. By now, Walsh was at Griffith’s side. He told Kevin Brownlow in 1967, “That

was a real tough job…. I would have to stay up half the night, you know, one, two, three, four

o’clock in the morning [because] these cowboys lived in wagons down at a place called

Edendale [the east side of Los Angeles] with no phones or anything. I used to have to go and

roust them out of bars and stuff and get them on horses two or three o’clock in the morning

and send them off on location … and of course when they got up there in the morning, half of

them were drunk … [a] couple of them would be in jail.”17Walsh helped direct the military

charges, a task that quickly changed from being a great challenge to an enormous headache.

The extras hired to play Confederate and Union soldiers had to be truck loaded to location.

Walsh liked to embellish the story. Not only did they have no idea what end of a rifle the bullet

came from, he said—they didn’t even have a conception of how to behave in front of a camera

(much less know what a camera was). He had to think and act quickly. He had the Confederate

soldiers move from left to right and the Yankees move from right to left so that the audience

would know the difference. When he asked the men to change sides, many revolted (he also

liked saying that they had been soldiers in the Civil War) and left the scene. He then had to

give each man a number; that man would have to fall into battle when Walsh called his number.

The plan was such a success that, when Walsh finished the sequence, Griffith was known to

have told him that, had he had been a Confederate general, the South would never have lost

the war.Griffith cast Miriam Cooper in the pivotal role of Margaret Cameron, who represented

the symbol of southern womanhood. Griffith rehearsed his actors for hours before he shot

important scenes—sometimes getting lines from them in his office or in a bare room with

kitchen chairs for furniture. When Walsh later directed Cooper at Fox, she recalled that he

would shoot and reshoot a scene endlessly—not at all the way Griffith worked: with endless

rehearsals but with hardly a reshoot once the camera rolled. Little wonder that each could walk

away in confidence when a scene was actually being shot.Griffith was looking around for an

actor to play the pivotal role of Abraham Lincoln’s assassin, John Wilkes Booth, and coming up

empty. One day he looked over at Walsh entertaining a group of starlets, noticed his handsome

face and easy charm, and thought that he might be just the actor to play a character who

aspired to be a matinee idol. He told Walsh to make up for John Wilkes Booth; Walsh was

given dark curly hair and lots of dark eye makeup for dramatic effect. He would play Booth.

When it came time to reenact the assassination itself, Walsh not only looked the part but also



simulated the act in an uncanny way. Just as Booth did when he jumped onto the stage after

firing the fatal bullet to Lincoln’s head, Walsh jumped over the chairs to get to the stage and

make his getaway and, just as Booth himself had done, injured his leg. Now he had more

fodder for a story.Walsh liked the drama—and the attention. He continued acting and made

other daring leaps—some that won him the free publicity he began to enjoy. A May 22, 1915,

issue of the popular movie magazine Reel Life caught him at a good moment and made the

most of it in its pages:In a recent Reliance production Raoul Walsh, fearless leading man of the

Hollywood forces, made a forty-foot dive off a bridge into a river. The consternation of persons

passing on the bridge at the time may easily be discerned in the accompanying snap-shot of

the daring feat. “I sauntered along,” said Walsh, “carelessly glancing now and then, through the

railing at the water below. It is one of the highest bridges near Los Angeles. A man behind me

was walking at a normal pace, and another unsuspecting individual was approaching from the

opposite direction. Suddenly, the director gave the signal. Before the two laymen could grasp

its meaning, I had sprung upon the edge of the rail and flung myself headlong into the river.

The fellow behind me started to run and shout for help. The other man, who at the time I

leaped was scarcely five feet away, just doubled up and hung onto the railing with both hands,

precisely as though he had received a blow in the pit of his stomach. It’s worth the risks one

takes to be able to thrill your audience from the screen.” “But,” added Mr. Walsh, with an

expansive grin, “after all, there’s no sport like giving folks the scare of their lives in

person.”18Walsh liked being in the spotlight from the start; it appealed to his sense of himself

as a daredevil and adventurer. He craved publicity because the Griffith company kept him more

or less in the background as an actor, and he had not yet taken off as a director. The flavor of

this early piece of publicity forecast Walsh’s future; he would come to be seen as a young

filmmaker whose offscreen and onscreen escapades collapsed into each other and spelled out

brashness and candor. A big picture emerged that forever wed Walsh to his publicly

constructed persona: a young man living on the edge, looking for excitement, and willing to

take chances to get it. The edge was a comforting place.Given all his success in California,

Walsh summoned his brother, George, to come west to act for Fine Arts. The company put him

in a few battle scenes in The Birth of a Nation. Griffith and Cabanne both liked George’s

handsome face in front of the camera and cast him as the bridegroom in Griffith’s next epic

picture, Intolerance (with Walsh also working as an assistant director). George embarked on a

brief but noticeable career that would carry him for at least ten years.But, just when Walsh had

his brother with him, his own plans turned dramatically. Soon after the February 1915 New York

City premiere of The Birth of a Nation, William Fox, rising quickly on the mogul ladder and then

still in New York, also took notice of Walsh. He wanted him to direct for his then-fledgling studio

and sent his representative, Winfield Sheehan, to Los Angeles to woo Walsh by taking him out

to dine at the Alexandria Hotel and offering him a huge amount of money to leave Griffith.

Walsh claimed Fox took note of his directorial work on Home from the Sea and was immensely

impressed. Walsh began negotiations with Fox Film Corporation. Griffith paid Walsh $40 a

week, and Walsh said that, since he thought Fox might be a fly-by-night company, he told

Sheehan he would want $400 a week—that way he could get rid of him. He never thought

Sheehan would go for it—but he did. So Walsh figured he had better sign. Griffith happened to

be in the Chicago courts at the time, defending against the charges of racism that were leveled

against Birth. Although Walsh heard that Griffith did not want to lose him, he signed on with

Fox and made plans to head back to New York to Fox before long. Frank Woods told him to go

ahead and do it; it was probably just a one-picture deal anyway.Before leaving California,

Walsh directed one more picture for the company that Griffith himself supervised. The full-



length Pillars of Society was an adaptation of Henrik Ibsen’s 1911 play of the same name and

featuring Henry Walthall, who played the protagonist in The Birth of a Nation. In Pillars,

Walthall plays Karsten Bernick, a basically decent man whose character flaws prove fatal. The

story also indicts the social hypocrisy and corrupt politics characterizing the environment

surrounding Bernick. Walsh was called in to direct after the original director “hit the laughing

water,” as Walsh liked to say (and as he often said). Griffith supervised the production yet made

only a few minor adjustments to Walsh’s conception of the story.Now directing—and about to

leave Griffith—Walsh did not want to mind that he was suddenly alone, after spending so much

time with Miriam Cooper. More offers came in, including one from Jesse Lasky again. Miriam

then left for the East Coast to visit her family and help promote Birth. Griffith himself suggested

she make the trip; very likely Miriam and Walsh’s romance was not quite as secret as the two

supposed, and Griffith, not especially supportive of his players’ emotional entanglements—

despite his own entanglements, such as that possibly with Mae Marsh—might have been very

happy to see the couple separate. Birth was playing in theaters when Miriam and Walsh began

sending cables back and forth to each other, their wires often crossing, but their growing

passion for each other coming across very clearly.While in New York, Miriam kept tabs on

Walsh. After she returned to New York from a trip to Chicago to promote Birth, Walsh wired her

on April 24, 1915: “Glad you arrived safely. Acquaint me with your actions in Chicago. The

Lasky Co. has made me another offer. Did you receive my letters? Wire me all the news as

soon as possible. Miss you. Very much love. R.” But Walsh never mentioned his negotiations

with Winifred Sheehan. Miriam took offense at his questioning how she spent her time in

Chicago. After she told him so in a wire, Walsh rebutted with an April 27 cable: “I trust you

explicitly. My inference was why no wire from Chicago? Mr. G. complimented me on my

pictures and started me on a four-reel feature with Walthall [i.e., The Pillars of Society].

Everything going fine. The auto is like new. Wire when you intend returning. Love, R.”19The

Griffith player Mary Alden wired Miriam on May 2, 1915, telling her that Walsh, whom she

called “the old fisherman,” was doing fine: “The old fisherman is well and very good wearing

hair on his upper lip. I am working for him. The French Lady is vamping again so do come back

soon. I miss you. The Chief is going to remain here for a month. Wire me when you arrive.”20

Then Mary sent another cable saying Walsh was miserable without Miriam and suggesting that

she return to California as soon as possible. Miriam was panicked enough as it was, having not

heard from Walsh for at least three days at one stretch. She cabled him and received word

back right after that. He wrote, “To forget you already is so absurd. I miss you more and more

every day. I have worked day and night all week with about four hours sleep. Have not been

away from the studio. I have the opportunity of my life on this picture and am going to fight all

the way as much as I want you here. Do not leave until all is settled for when you return we

never part again.”21 Clearly, Walsh was still thrilled to be directing for Griffith, but Fox

awaited.Miriam returned to California as soon as she could but arrived in Los Angeles on an ill-

timed wind. Just as she reached Walsh, he was about to leave for New York to work at Fox.

They declared their undying commitment to each other; still, he had little choice but to leave

her behind in California, where she was about to start work on Griffith’s next picture,

Intolerance. For the time being at least, they would have to carry on their love affair long-

distance.In his later years, Walsh chose not to mention Miriam Cooper’s name in his

autobiography; he found another woman to replace her on the pages describing his departure

for New York—a Russian beauty whom he said he was seeing at the time. “Olga22 came to the

train to see me off,” he wrote. “She started talking softly to me in Russian, while I had my arm

around her. When I asked her what she was saying, she told me, ‘I have a feeling in my heart



that one day we will meet again. And wherever you are, you will never be far away from me.’ I

kissed her pretty mouth and walked sadly to the train.”23 Both Miriam Cooper and, later,

Walsh’s second wife, Lorraine Walker, were ousted from his autobiography. The narrative of the

Russian beauty Olga Grey serves him better in those pages, good for a romantic escapade.

But, in reality, in the moment of spring and summer 1915, Walsh and Miriam Cooper were very

much in love. Their love had grown, and they could hardly bear to be apart.3Leaning Forward

at FoxYou’re Irish, but you have a Yiddisher head.—William Fox to Raoul WalshThe one-picture

deal at Fox turned out to be a three-picture contract at $400 a week—just the salary Walsh

bargained for but never expected to see. Before Walsh left for New York, Sheehan called to tell

him he had two scripts in mind for him but was giving first choice to an older director in the

company, Oscar Apfel, who had recently come over from the Jesse Lasky Feature Play

Company. Apfel made what Walsh thought was the poorer choice, and Walsh was handed a

project called Regeneration. He was in New York by before mid-1915, ready to direct what

would be the first feature-length gangster film in American cinema. At twenty-eight, Walsh was

poised to seize the day, certainly to take hold of a new studio. This directing business was not

exactly new to him as he had been watching Griffith vigilantly, but it was unknown territory to

be on his own. The little he lacked in confidence he more than made up for in seriousness. His

lean frame mirrored the energy racing inside him. He seemed almost to be leaning forward.Like

Walsh, Fox Pictures was just starting out in the business. William Fox began his career buying

nickelodeons, where he offered vaudeville acts as well as pictures. Noticing that audiences

were flocking less to the vaudeville portions of the shows and more to the flickers, he quickly

omitted the vaudeville acts. Then he moved to change over from film distribution to production,

but first he had to challenge Thomas Edison and the chokehold he and the Edison Company

had on distributors, who were forced to buy film product only from him. Fox sued Edison and

emerged the victor, and the studio head now used his winnings to open a full-fledged

production company, the Fox Film Corporation. He was determined to get ahead fast, and, the

way Walsh remembered it, he was more than willing, at least at this early stage of the game, to

pay big salaries to get prestigious movies made.Walsh moved back into the large family home

on Riverside Drive and lived there with his father, his sister, Alice, and her husband, Willie

Hoppe. Alice and Hoppe had been married for five years now, with Hoppe still making

occasional money as a championship billiard player. His marriage to Alice would be short-lived,

and eventually Alice would remarry and, tragically, lose herself to alcohol as she grew older.

However, the union produced a daughter, Alice Beatrice, who married a Louis Bergoff in June

1934. Always close to his father, whose figure was a little pudgier than the last time he saw

him, Walsh found him no less handsome in his eyes. He was happy to be with him again. If he

noticed that his late mother’s room had not changed one bit since her death, he made no

mention of it to Thomas.Ensconced in the environment that shaped him—the great city with its

infinite variety of neighborhoods and characters—Walsh would come to know all of it in a new

way as he began casting and directing his pictures for Fox. He would soon be back, figuratively,

at least, at New York’s Bowery and Lower East Side, picking up where he left off. While he

would have enjoyed the company of his brother in all this, George was in California working for

Griffith now, and it pleased Walsh that he’d had a hand in that.Walsh could not have found

better material for his first solo outing as a director than what he had in Regeneration: a story

about rough-and-tumble lives in the Bowery that mirrored almost uncannily the adventures he

and George dreamed up about it when they were kids. Being privileged as they were, they

could not have really understood a life lived there, but now Walsh had the opportunity to flesh

out the imagined narratives he had cooked up long ago. As a director, as a human being, he



needed to demonstrate the extent of his sympathies for strangers so as to tell a compelling

story about a world he only half knew.Regeneration is based on Owen Kildare’s popular and

very touching book My Mamie Rose, which recounts the author’s harrowed life in the Bowery,

beginning with the death of his mother and father in his infancy (something Walsh could

partially understand), and tracing his subsequent years as an orphan living in a virtual hell on

earth. As he grows to manhood, the protagonist becomes “a beer slinger and a pugilist in a

tough Bowery dive,” by necessity a man “whose fighting capacity and brutishness made him a

bouncer in one of the most infamous resorts New York has ever known.” When he meets a

young woman named Mamie Rose (who becomes Marie in the film), he steadily transforms

himself. He and Mamie Rose are to be married, but, tragically, she dies of pneumonia shortly

before the wedding. Nevertheless, she has changed his life forever; because of his

“regeneration,” he discovers that he has the gift of writing and sells his story to a newspaper.

After its publication, he ends up a newspaper writer and novelist, telling his reader, “When a

man at thirty cannot read or write the simplest sentence, and then eight years later is able to

earn his living by his pen, his story may be worth telling.”1 Kildare wanted to show his readers

how his characters’ hearts hungered even more than their stomachs, how despair mapped out

all the days of their lives. The book sold well, even garnering a theatrical adaptation that

opened in New York City on September 1, 1908—even if Owen Kildare may have been a

pseudonym for a Russian writer.It is unclear what form the story was in when Walsh got hold of

it. The claim in his autobiography that he wrote the script conflicts with other comments he later

made that he and a man called Carl Harbaugh worked on it together. He also said once that he

did the work while Harbaugh did very little. Harbaugh, who also was cast in the film as the

district attorney (a character who never appears in the book), was a new friend Walsh had

made at Fox; he would be a constant companion and coworker throughout Walsh’s life, either

writing with Walsh or appearing in his pictures. Both Walsh and Harbaugh were credited with

adapting Kildare’s novel;2 little attention was paid to the book’s New York theatrical

production.Regeneration is rife with the dramatic elements that pleased broad audiences of

early cinema—violence and redemption, heavy sentiment, romance and tragedy. Walsh knew

Kildare from the inside—at least in his storytelling intellect—his camera pointed always on the

tenement culture, capturing and closing in on a man, and men, so hungry in body and soul, so

long living in emotional and physical impoverishment, that to grab a necessity when it came

along was everyday fare. The film follows the book almost faithfully, although Walsh omits the

death of the protagonist’s father and focuses only on that of his mother—a change he

obviously made so that he might feel closer to Owen. When a neighboring couple that turns out

to be abusive adopts the boy, Owen learns to live on his own and soon runs his own gang in

the neighborhood.Walsh found a leading man, Rockliffe Fellowes, who had great charisma,

taking audiences on a roller-coaster ride of emotions—menacing one minute, heartbreaking

the next. Fellowes’s boyish good looks provide Walsh’s camera with a love object that could

carry a feature-length picture. No less affecting is Anna Q. Nilsson, a popular actress of the

day, who plays Marie, the woman who abandons her upper-class roots to work in a settlement

house and reach out to the needy. Nilsson has the earthiness and the gentleness to appear at

once enticing and maternal, a woman Walsh and his camera blatantly adore. Her death is a

shocking moment in the film, leaving audiences, and no doubt the director—who understood

such a loss—feeling as if the world has suddenly darkened.Regeneration was an auspicious

moment in Walsh’s early career. The film is more artful than Walsh would ever admit, especially

with its harrowing close-ups, its painterly mise-en-scènes, and its concise, fast-moving

storytelling. The threat of anyone noticing this kind of aesthetics taking hold in his work—or



calling it such, as the critics did—was disturbing enough to him that, in response, he adopted

an attitude of nonchalance about it. This kind of posturing continued throughout his filmmaking

career—and here was the first example of it. If nothing else, the picture displays a great range

of technical know-how and storytelling conceits, showing that Walsh had been paying close

attention to Griffith. Yet much more than technical brilliance is on display in Regeneration, more

than simply the display of a young filmmaker’s innate awareness of the camera. The film shows

Walsh getting inside his material, finding the interior terror in his characters’ lives; his actors,

especially Fellowes, have a look of desperation and yearning on their faces, rendering them

three-dimensional souls who chip away at the spectator’s complacency.Yet, at such an early

time in Walsh’s career, this film initiates a conscious decision to invent the persona of an artist

claiming he is not an artist at all. While movies were not yet viewed as an art form, as they

would be later in the twentieth century—Walsh and many of his fellow directors often ignored

gathering theoretical and aesthetic discussions of their work—Walsh no doubt had a self-

consciousness about what he was doing, an awareness that there was an artfulness on some

level to the way a scene or a shot—or an emotion—played out on film. Later in his career, as

he chose material often far inferior to his talents, he could certainly disclaim any artfulness in

some of his pictures. But, at the time of this picture, his material was stirring, and he merged

his finely tuned sensibility to it. Still, he disclaimed. If he called himself a storyteller, that was

fine. But he claimed nothing more. When he took a chance, four years later, with Evangeline

and called it poetry, he was stunned at the film’s public failure. But, for now, when Regeneration

opened on September 13, 1915, to critical and box-office success, he never talked about art.

He talked about the picture as a project that he needed to complete on schedule. If there was a

humorous moment during the shoot, he might talk about that. This was to become an

emotional place from which he would never really venture. In talking about Regeneration,

Walsh always chose to focus on the excitement of the production itself.Regeneration provided

Walsh with another episode to add to his growing repertoire of crazy-making moments on the

set. While he was still a rather serious fellow at this juncture in his life, as he got older he loved

to dip into his abundant collection of stories recounting his true adventures and the bizarre

mishaps that occurred on the sets of his pictures. This one was an adventure of the first order.

For the second half of Regeneration, Walsh had to create a scene where a crowded riverboat

catches fire while going down the Hudson River. He needed a large group of extras to jump off

the boat into the river, so he recruited them from the Bowery—the women looked like hookers

and the men like criminals awaiting execution, he said. But, during filming, one problem

cropped up; he noticed that many of the women’s undergarments were missing and that this

could be seen in the printed shot. As it turned out, some of those women were actually male

actors; when he could not find enough female performers for the scene—the first one he

filmed, remembering Griffith’s advice always to shoot the most difficult scenes first—he offered

a dividend to any male actor willing to dress in women’s clothing. To fool the audience, he went

to the “negative doctor,” a man he remembered from his days working at Pathé. After some

coaxing, Walsh convinced him to doctor the footage so that it looked as if the women were

wearing pants.Another mishap occurred that Walsh always spoke of with great pride—as if he

had nearly caused a riot during the film’s production. When the actors began jumping into the

river, three New York City fireboats and a police launch showed up to put out the “fire” and

calm the “crowds.” Walsh was hauled off to the local station house, but he was more amused

than miffed, and the studio relished all the free publicity the incident garnered. Word of mouth

about Walsh and his picture was building. It was no surprise that the press made note of what

was considered to be the film’s unusual emotional complexion. “There is a grim sort of humor



in many of the scenes,” wrote Lynde Denig in Motion Picture Weekly. “There is an abundance

of excitement in others, and through the picture carries a genuine heart

interest.”3Regeneration was the first collaboration between Walsh and the brilliant French

cinematographer Georges Benoît, newly arrived from Paris and also making his first Fox

picture. The two men worked together over the next few years and between them produced

stark yet lyrical images in such pictures as Carmen, Blue Blood and Red, and The Honor

System. William Fox was so taken with the box-office success of Regeneration that he bought

Walsh a Simplex automobile and raised his salary to $800 per week. Walsh now entered a

period of his career where he produced a virtual feast of riches at Fox, but he was still hard-

pressed to concede that he had the artist in him. He was making a noise at the studio. By

August 1915, Fox put into effect a plan to produce at least one picture a week to be based on

the work of a famous author and to feature one of his famous stars. The directors on the short

list for this plan included Walsh, Herbert Brenon, Edgar Lewis, Oscar C. Apfel, Frank Powell,

Frederick Thompson, Will S. Davis, Marshall Farnum, and J. Gordon Edwards.Hot PropertyOne

of those famous stars and Fox’s hottest property at the moment, the Vamp, Theda Bara, took

up some of Walsh’s time—off and on the set. Now he was slated to direct her in several

vehicles that showed off her already well-appreciated sex appeal as a screen siren who lured

men to their end—pleasurably or not. Secretly, Walsh thought Bara had very little to offer as an

actress, although he would never let the thought escape his lips until many years later. Ability

or no, he certainly didn’t mind the notoriety she brought to a picture since he was always

looking for a little of that himself. The studio touted Bara as being descended from gypsies, but,

in fact, she was Theodosia Burr Goodman, a Jewish girl from Cincinnati who took her career

very seriously. She wanted meatier, more dramatic material than Fox had so far given her; now

about to work with Walsh on Carmen and The Serpent, she continued to make headlines and

to see box-office success, even if the films were not especially serious material.Walsh always

took credit for the idea to make Carmen. He claimed that he was reading Variety one day and

noticed that Cecil B. DeMille was about to direct a movie adaptation of Bizet’s opera Carmen

with the opera sensation Geraldine Farrar playing the lead. He told William Fox that he wanted

to beat DeMille to the punch and put his version into production first, with Bara playing the

lead. Fox was so pleased that he told Walsh to go ahead with the production almost

immediately. Even if Bara had larger goals in mind for her career, Fox still saw her as the

woman who vamped American men and brought them to the box office in droves.Walsh’s

Carmen would be an adaptation of Prosper Mérimée’s popular novel of the same name, and it

would be a six-reeler, one of the first pre-Hollywood epics. The Spanish city of Cordoba was

erected on the Fox back lot in Fort Lee, and five thousand extras were brought in for the shoot.

But Walsh needed a bull too. Sheehan had the executive Sol Wurtzel send to Tijuana for the

animal, which also arrived with a matador in tow. Walsh was thrilled. To get the matador’s

cooperation, Walsh promised him that he would be a big movie star one day—just as he had

promised Villa. Attempting to get a frontal shot of the bull’s horns as he charged the bullfighter,

Walsh used a French camera, the Debrie, which he strapped onto the bull’s back. But the bull

ran amuck when one of the “toreadors” yelled “Toro” one too many times; it chased the matador

out of the arena and ran off the set and into the street, causing Walsh to yell out, “Que

chingaos pasa?” A day later one of the grips found the bull grazing in a meadow near the

studio; Walsh never got his frontal shot. Ultimately, the negative cost the company $200,000.At

the start of their relationship, Bara was less fond of her new director than he was of her.

According to her biographer, Eve Golden, even before Bara began working with Walsh, she

heard that the twenty-eight-year-old director was considered by some to be “a maniac” with a



“Rabelaisian sense of humorous filth.” According to John Goldfrap, a frequent visitor to the set,

Walsh “was besieged by a non-stop fit of hyperactivity” and “suffered frequent temper tantrums

and kept a supply of cheap pocket watches to ‘dash into a hundred pieces against a

convenient wall.’”4 Even now, no one would have enjoyed this description of Walsh better than

Walsh himself.Bara was not pleased that Walsh’s script for Carmen emphasized “action over

character and plot development.” As Walsh told one reporter visiting the set, “My main object

was to put plenty of action in it. I saw to it that there is something doing every minute the

picture is on the screen…. I write my own scenarios, and I cut all my own pictures.” Walsh

already considered himself a great success and ascribed this to the fact that he and his

cameraman Georges Benoît “shaved their heads for good luck on the day they started each

film.”5Fox released Walsh’s Carmen on November 1, 1915, the same day as DeMille’s version.

DeMille’s brought in better reviews, but Walsh’s made more money, which was just fine with

Fox. Still, Fox’s version found good reviews across the country, even in smaller venues. One

reviewer called Theda Bara “Hades’ hand-maiden … literally a rage from coast to coast.” Walsh

was touted as a “vastly experienced master-hand” and “indissolubly associated with

extraordinary notable photoplay achievement.” His picture moved “past all precedent in pomp

and lavish splendor” with “the true spirit of ancient, picturesque Spain.”6 Another reviewer, in a

Montana newspaper, called Walsh “one of the greatest” and Bara “remarkable” and raved that

Fox Film Corporation had scored “a triumph”: “From the first to the last the Fox Carmen holds

the interest with a tempo which never lags.”7 Fox was so pleased with the picture that he raised

Walsh’s salary to $1,000 a week and gave him an assignment about prison reform called The

Honor System.Reports of Walsh’s alleged “hyperactivity” on the set of Carmen probably held

some truth—at least the public might have thought so after Walsh and Bara made headlines

around the time that Fox released Carmen. The Associated Press reported (or lathered up) an

incident that occurred—supposedly on the set of Bara’s next picture, Sin (although it may have

botched the name of the picture—it was more likely Carmen). A story appeared at the end of

October that Bara looked to be “out of control” during a fight with another actress on the set

and that Walsh himself stood on the sidelines cheering Bara on during the catfight:The sunlight

was falling in full mid-afternoon flood upon the players in a slum scene at one of the four

William Fox studios across the Hudson. In the background were two huge buildings of glass

that looked like overgrown greenhouses. In the foreground stood a group of men and women

who were watching a strange figure.Its head was shorn to the scalp. It was coatless. Its big

blue-gray Irish eyes were wide and ablaze. It jumped up and down, ’round and ’round, from

side to side with the quickness and angles of a jumping jack. And it was calling aloud to

somebody in tones of command, then of entreaty….“What’s the matter with that man!” I asked.

“Is he a maniac?” “No,” my escort from the Fox film offices [said], “he’s RaoulA. Walsh, a

director.”Presently, when the escort had spoken the words of introduction, I discovered that Mr.

Walsh is a boyish man with the large eyes of a dreamer and the quick, nervous movements of

the doer. He is a graduate of the film city suburb of Los Angeles—Hollywood—and the three

pictures he has done for the Fox Company will be a revelation. Generally there is a man at the

bottom of a woman’s evil deeds. Mr. Walsh incited Theda Bara to fight.Walsh shouted at Bara

to “Go at her … Get her down! Jump on her! Scratch her! Bite her! Good!” She became a “fury,

and sank her teeth deep into the girl’s shoulder.” When Walsh stopped his jumping and said,

“That’s enough,” Bara got up with an impassive face and walked away, leaving the other actress

shaken and in tears.8A more flattering, or at least a more level-headed, picture of Walsh

emerged several months later when a reporter wrote of him, “Aloof with newspaper

interviewers almost to the point of shyness, Mr. Walsh does everything quietly and without fuss.



He never raves at principals or ‘extras’ or tears his hair after the fashion of some directors. After

the biggest scene he generally confines his comments to two words—‘pretty feeble’ or ‘very

good.’”9 Likely both descriptions of Walsh were publicity pieces released by Fox to promote the

reputation of its young superstar; it hardly mattered which direction that reputation took.The

name Raoul Walsh became more familiar to the general movie-going public thanks to Fox’s

fast-turning publicity wheels. But, despite the notoriety he received, Walsh felt less than

satisfied about his career—good material was not coming in fast enough—and even less

satisfied about his personal life. He and Miriam frequently corresponded. His letters to her were

far less desperate cries of loneliness than hers to him were. Still, he missed her. As would be

the case throughout their courtship and marriage, whatever Walsh felt, Miriam felt a much

more dramatic version of it. By that same October, having been separated from Walsh for

almost six months, she planned a brief escape from California by lying to Griffith and telling

him that she had to visit her sick mother in New York. She was on the next train east and

arrived just as Walsh was finishing production on Carmen.Miriam had counted on Walsh being

on the set, but she hadn’t counted on Theda Bara. The two women disliked each other almost

immediately. Miriam thought Bara a “horrible” person who seemed to have only one

expression, to “duck her head and stare at the leading man or the camera with what appeared

to be a searching look…. [She was] overweight, coarse and unattractive, entirely different from

the slender young Griffith girls [meaning Miriam herself]).”10 Bara thought just as little of

Miriam, which Miriam interpreted to mean that, since Walsh had a girlfriend, that was one more

man off Theda’s market.Miriam’s two-week visit to New York only fanned the fires of loneliness.

She and Walsh would have to do something about it. Walsh didn’t express the same emotional

turmoil, no matter what he really felt. He was about to direct his next picture with Bara, and

Miriam would just have to wait. Production on Fox’s The Siren of Seville began that winter with

the studio building new sets on its back lot. After the Spanish city was complete, Walsh was still

looking for his male lead when it began to snow heavily in New Jersey. Instead of sunny Spain,

he later remembered, they had Lapland. The picture was already sold (as was the practice

then of booking a film into theaters even before it was finished), and there was no choice but to

come up with a different kind of picture and use the sets and the weather they already

had.Walsh suggested they make a Russian picture instead. The idea took, Bara was notified of

the change (she took it quite well), and Walsh got together with a few other Fox writers and

rushed out a story about Czar Nicholas, his daughter Anastasia, and the underhanded

Rasputin’s shady dealings with the family business. Walsh wired George to come to New

Jersey to play the part of Anastasia’s beautiful boyar. Not only did George star in the picture; he

and Walsh concocted the script for what was to become The Serpent, based on Philip

Bartholomae’s “The Wolf’s Claw.” The story has Bara playing a Russian peasant girl who is

seduced by a grand duke (Charles Craig) only to seek revenge on his entire family. The

municipal censorship boards were in place, and to get by them Walsh and George decided to

encapsulate the entire scenario into a bad dream, as if to suggest that what happens in the

picture never really happens. Instead of luring her betrayer into a horrid death, Bara ends the

picture seeming only to wish for his death and instead goes off with her good-mannered fiancé.

The studio released the picture on January 23, 1916, to decent notices and a respectable box

office. Just then, the snow in Fort Lee melted, and the studio no longer had the streets of

Moscow and St. Petersburg on its hands but once again the Grand Plaza and the avenues of

Seville.Miriam’s time in New York only made her feel worse. She missed Walsh and he her.

They began corresponding in earnest, declaring their unbridled passion for each other in

letters and cables that flew back and forth for several months, sometimes at the rate of two or



three a day. Traveling with George on the way back to New York from Chicago after the release

of The Serpent, Walsh wrote to Miriam on January 25, 1916:My Darling Sweetheart,We are

somewhere in Missouri and it is snowing. The time is about seven o’clock. I have been awake

for an hour and you my darling have been my only thought…. Even a single day [without you] is

like a year. When we arrived in Chicago the Fox Company’s manager met us and took us for an

auto ride and gave us a dinner. I also received a telegram from Mr. Fox congratulating me on

the success of my picture, which he said was greatly received at the Academy and the

[illegible] Theatres.I wish you were here, Miriam. It is snowing quite hard and the country looks

wonderful. Little groups of cattle are scattered here & there & they look so cold, but then they

look strong and I guess they will [illegible] this year. There are mostly men on the train, with the

exception of a young girl about eighteen traveling with her mother. They look quite refined,

despite the fact they have more make up on than either my sister or Dorothy [Gish?]. They are

scandalous. Darling, I will close so that I can mail this at [unreadable], which town I can now

see in the distance. Bye Bye till tonight. All my love and a big hug & a kiss from your own,Boo

Boo11Throughout Walsh and Miriam’s courtship, and during the first years of their marriage,

they used pet names in their correspondence. Walsh was “Boo Boo” or “Daddy,” and Miriam

was “Mommy.”Miriam wrote Walsh a letter the very same day, saying, “Oh, Boo Boo … I miss

you so much that I hardly know what to do. The awful feeling of knowing you are going farther

away from me every minute and that I cannot even talk to you over the phone. Oh, Boo Boo, I

am so lonely and I love you so much that everything loses interest for me when you have gone

and I count on the days when I leave to go with you.”12Miriam was more adamant about

getting married than was Walsh. But there was no doubt that he loved her. They decided to

marry, and Miriam was the one who made the arrangements—he more or less followed her

lead. Since she knew that Griffith would disapprove and that she might jeopardize her career at

Fine Arts if she married Walsh, the couple married secretly. Georges Benoît got the idea that

they should say their vows on the Hopi Indian reservation near Albuquerque. Walsh traveled to

Albuquerque from New York and Miriam from Los Angeles. They said their vows the second

week of February 1916.But the marriage ceremony didn’t solve the problem of their continued

separation, so Miriam took it on herself to fix that. On the train back to California she realized

that, with Walsh on the East Coast and she in California, they had nothing to look forward to

but continuous good-byes. That wasn’t what she wanted. More than anything she wanted to be

on the same coast as her husband; she wanted to be a wife and a mother. If she had to give up

her movie career, so be it.So it mattered little to Miriam that, a few weeks after she returned to

California, Griffith offered her a part in a new production he planned, an adaptation of The

Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam; he presented her with a leather-bound edition of the poems

inscribed “David” on the inside to solidify his offer. As an excuse to get out of the assignment,

she told Griffith that she could not understand any of the poems in the volume and that she

could never appear in a picture about which she understood so little. Soon after that, telling no

one but Walsh, she slipped out of Los Angeles and headed back to New York. When Griffith did

find out, he showed no anger but politely congratulated her. They never saw each other

again.Walsh and Miriam decided to make their marriage more official and had a second

ceremony in a Catholic church where the shared their first High Mass. Again, never a religious

man, Walsh followed Miriam’s lead.Life with FatherWalsh had always been “polite around

women,” Miriam later said. But living with him brought with it an altered vision of the man.

Unlike the subdued D. W. Griffith, the only other man this fatherless girl had consistently been

around, “Raoul swore all the time. It was the way he started the day. He’d get up in the

morning, go to the window, look out, and say, ‘Christ, what a hell of a fine day!’”13 The nice



Catholic boy she imagined she married turned out to be a little rough around the edges—and

her fantasy that she would be a wife and a mother to a husband who stayed home with her had

to be rearranged as time went on. Walsh displayed little interest in religion being part of their

lives; in fact, he barely showed an interest in Catholic characters and themes, such as

redemption and salvation, in his films. That would have been difficult for Walsh, who, unlike a

John Ford or a John Huston, was over the years often hard-pressed to find a true emotional

connection to those themes and characters in his pictures. He would always be more inclined

to shout “God-damn” out the window or on the set than to sit down quietly and contemplate

others. A man seeking adventure, the pleasure of the hunt, as it was, was a different husband

than the one Miriam romanticized.
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Barbara McCoy, “A Fascinating Book indeed!. I am a bit prejudice as he was my great-uncle!

He was quite a character and I thoroughly enjoyed reading his Biography.”

Trixie, “Old school movie making. This was given as a gift to my husband who LOVES old

movies. He thoroughly enjoyed the book. I ordered it for Christmas and it arrived in the

condition promised and in plenty of time.”

jbkap930, “Very Interesting. It was a very intersting book. Mr Walsh was a great director, but

not a particularly nice person. But for someone who loves classic old movies, it is a very good

read.”

Belle Smith, “Five Stars. Great book”

Kentucky Quacker, “If Raoul Walsh had not lived, Hollywood surely would have found it

necessary to invent him.. Film scholar, critic, editor and author Marilyn Ann Moss tackled a

larger than life, legendary giant of the Silver Screen with her most recent biography, "Raoul

Walsh; The True Adventures of Hollywood’s Legendary Director" published by University Press

of Kentucky as part of their Screen Classics Series. She has succeeded admirably with this

meticulously researched, in-depth biography that pays tribute to the man whose career

spanned six decades as actor, director, writer, and producer, and after retirement, a popular

lecturer. This insightful biography is not a dry recitation of statistical facts and figures but the

vividly depicted, imaginative story of a movie industry pioneer who led a life every bit as

exciting, perilous and adventurous as any fictional tale he directed. Time is too often unkind to

actors and directors whose careers began in the early days of cinema as memories swiftly

fade. The volatility of pre-1950 silver nitrate film stock and a lack of foresight in preserving film

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/NjgyM/Raoul-Walsh-The-True-Adventures-of-Hollywoods-Legendary-Director-Screen-Classics


history in the incipient movie industry contributed to the enormous loss of silent films in which

Walsh began his acting and later, directorial career. Walsh’s earliest screen credit, according to

Moss, was as an actor in "A Mother’s Love", a Pathé Studio one reeler filmed in Brooklyn in

1913. He directed his final western,"A Distant Trumpet", which starred Troy Donahue, in 1964.

Moss should be lauded too for helping to restore Walsh’s name as one of film history’s greatest

leaders as well as for her attention to detail in attempting to accurately present a man who

delighted in ‘embellishing’ the truth in favor of a good story and who often omitted facts when

writing or speaking about his life. For example, his autobiography, "Each Man in His Time: The

Life Story of a Director" omits mention of his first two wives or their adopted children.Albert

Edward Walsh was born in 1887 in New York to an Irish Catholic family who were neighbors

and friends of the Barrymore family, the distinguished acting dynasty. He began his career as a

stage actor, adopted a new first name and quickly migrated to films. Raoul can be seen as the

darkly handsome John Wilkes Booth in D.W. Griffith’s groundbreaking classic Birth of a Nation

(1915). One of the most exciting and potentially dangerous films in which he acted and served

as Assistant Director during this era was Griffith’s timely "The Life of General Villa" which

captured the revolutionary in active battle mode. Shot on location in Mexico in 1914, at times

during actual skirmishes, it starred the prominent peasant turned General Pancho Villa as

himself. Raoul Walsh played Villa as a young man.Raoul Walsh was a visionary who found a

supportive home within then existing studio system. His acting career ended abruptly when he

lost an eye in a freak accident that occurred while scouting locations for In Old Arizona (1929)

that he was to simultaneously direct. (Irving Cummings went on to complete the film direction

and receive the screen credit.) After stints at Fox and Paramount, he spent most of his career

working for Warner Brothers. To get his own projects financed, Walsh willingly and without

complaint churned out a steady supply of bread and butter solid “B” gangster and western

films. He gave then unknown John Wayne his first starring role in "The Big Trail" (1930), the

epic big-budget western shot in the proprietary ‘Grandeur’ widescreen process at multiple

locations. Although it was not a money maker when released, this film has stood the test of

time and is a truly remarkable achievement as this reviewer will attest. Some of Walsh’s other

classic films include: "Sadie Thompson" (1928), "The Roaring Twenties" (1939), "They Died

with Their Boots On" (1941) and a personal favorite, "High Sierra" (1941). The special effects

achieved in the 1924 Douglas Fairbanks silent "The Thief of Baghdad" displayed ingenuity and

inventiveness that presage more recent computer generated fakery.If Raoul Walsh had not

lived, Hollywood surely would have found it necessary to invent him. Marilyn Ann Moss has

ably reintroduced him to a younger audience and will draw appreciation from older film buffs.

She has included a comprehensive filmography as well as extensive bibliography for further

reading.”

R PRIUS, “Fascinating, In-Depth Bio of a Golden Age Director. I first became fascinated with

Walsh before I knew his name. My favorite moments from childhood were connected with

watching his films. Be it HIGH SIERRA or THEY DIED WITH THEIR BOOTS ON, Walsh's

bravado and daring always managed to come through his action and the actors who portrayed

his characters.One of the popular by-products of 1970's era television was a series called THE

MEN WHO MADE THE MOVIES. One of the segements that made a huge impression on me

was Richard Schickel's interview with Walsh and the accompanying review of his career. It was

a mesmerizing moment when I saw this feisty old man talk about some of my favorite movies

and his approach to film making which was focused less on the cerebral and more on telling a

compelling story that aimed to be exciting.Author Moss has done a magnificent job of



researching Walsh and committing his life and art to paper. If his marriages, sort of hard-living

ways and his personal and professional relationships with his actors weren't as interesting as

they were, his movies alone would be enough to hook this reader. For all the artsy

commentaries that film directors are known for today, coming in contact with the rough-and-

tumble Walsh even in book form is a treat. Walsh and so many of his contemporaries made it

up as they went along and laid the foundation for great storytelling on many scales. Walsh has

been dead for 31 years or so and is buried under an unassuming marker in the Simi Valley. It's

great to know that he has not been overlooked or forgotten.To Walsh's great grandaughter:

READ THIS BOOK!”

Wingate, “A Walsh Maven. Raoul Walsh was quite a character.A film career lasting 50

years,gambler,womanizer,litigator.He joined Warner Brothers in 1939 and for the next 10 years

made a number of classics.Yet his name is not remembered as much as his contemporaries

such as Hawks,Ford or Euler.The author,who is clearly a haven,produces a detailed portrait of

her engaging subject.I would mention a few errors.Sometimes she untranslated the the Yiddish

words.Macular means broke not crazy.Gaumont British were not a subsidiary of Fox.Fox had a

substantial but non controlling shareholder.Sam Warner was not on the Warmers board in

1939 he died in 1927.The Lord Chancellor did not ban Operation Burma,he did not have the

power.Otherwise a very good and enjoyable book.”

The book by Marilyn Ann Moss has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 13 people have provided feedback.
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